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MESSAGE BY THE SECRETARY -GENERAL TO THE WORLD ENVIRONMENT

EXHIBITION '76, TOKYO, 31 MAY - 9 JUNE 1976

It gives me great pleasure to send my best wishes for

the success of the World Environment Exhibition '76, and to

convey my warm thanks to the organizers for their initiative.

This Exhibition will be held at the same time as the United

Nations Conference on Human Settlements: Habitat, which will

be taking place in Vancouver. One of its principal purposes

is to emphasize the significance of the issues to be discussed

at this xoaet important world conference.

The United Nations Environment Conference, held in

Stockholm in 1972, represented a major advance in international

understanding of the many and complex problems that face the

world today. These must be resolved if we are to establish a

much better condition of life for all mankind and safeguard the

rights of future generations. The ecological systems and

balances on which all life on this planet depend are sensitive

and delicate and we must frankly admit that our knowledge of

them is incomplete. But we now know enough to realize that the

world community must adopt a global and long-term approach.

We must recognize that our natural resources are not infinite

and that we can see trends and practices which, if not reversed,

could cause great and perhaps irreparable damage. The many-

faceted aspects of the human environment call for an urgent and

practical international response. It was therefore very
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appropriate that the United Nations took the initiative to

establish the United Nations Environment Programme. This has

enabled the United Nations to develop public concern for the

human environment in which the people of this planet must live.

It has also provided an excellent example of how the World

Organization can tackle a global issue and make better use of

the resources of the international scientific and technological
>

communities.

In this process we have been greatly assisted by the con-

tribution of citizens' groups, non-governmental organizations

and concerned individuals. It is my hope and expectation that

this Exhibition will further increase public awareness of the

tasks which we have to undertake and of the importance of
i-

resolving the many problems confronting us. The active involve-

ment of the Government and people of Japan in our work makes the

site of this Exhibition particularly appropriate and I am

profoundly grateful to all who have been involved in planning

and preparing for this important event.



TO:
A:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-General

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM:
DE:

SUBJECT:
OBJET:

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE: 19 April 1976

REFERENCE:

Mr. Rafeeuddin Ahmed
Executive Assistant to the Secretary-General

Genichi Akatani C_ '
Assistant Secretary-General
Office of Public Information

Message to the World Environment Exhibition *76

The World Environment Exhibition '76 is being

held in Tokyo from 31 May to 9 June, under the auspices

of Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Ltd. and the Japan Productivity

Centre. The undertaking is supported by the Government

of Japan. There will be an Exhibit on the United

Nations for which we, along with UNEP and Habitat,

are providing advice and assistance.

The organizers of the World Environment Exhibition

'76 have requested a message from you. I warmly

recommend that you grant this request.

A draft message is enclosed for your approval.



WEET6
WORLD ENVIRONMENT EXHIBITION'76

'76 World Environment Exhibition Office

Japan Productivity Center
1-1, Shibuya 3-chome.Shibuya-ku,Tokyo 150, Japan
Telephone: 03(409)1111

February 27, 1976

Mr. Genich Akatani

Assistant Secretary-General
for Public Information
United Nations Headquarters

Dear Sir,

We appreciate very much for your assistance and cooperation to
the participation in the World Environment Exhibition '76 of which we
are trying our best to prepare the display design.

For the plan and design of the UN's participation,

(1) As mentioned in our letter of Jan. 5, 1976, we already forwarded
to make you understand by sending the writings, blue print and model
of the basic design.

(2) As the result, we understand that the basic design is accepted,
because we don't have any claim and any comment from the Headquarters
PR Office, UNEP and HABITAT Office.

For the more development of the idea of the basic design, we
have the necessary materials to the actual plan and execution. So
we would like to have the following materials in the list for arrange-
ment.

For the materials, by the cooperation of the UN Bureau of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and UN P.R. Center, will be prepared in
Japan, but they are not enough to complete the design. Therefore we
wish to have them as much as you can.

We cannot make the complete basic design without them. According
to the time schedule, we have to receive them before March 20, 1976.

Thank you for your cooperation in advance.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Tr ^World Enviroiunen
Secretary Gen
Masahiro Goshi

ion '76 Office

ATTACHMENT: 1. UN Booth Display Concept
2. Items Requested
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UN BOOTH Display Concept

Theme Programme Items of Display

ONLY ONE EARTH Message on environ-
mental problems.

2. UN Emblem.

3. Role of UN,

4. UN activities re-
garding environ-
mental problems.

Public Informa-
tion activities
Of UN.

Messages from or a part
of speeches made by
Messrs. Waldheim, Tolba,

and Penalosa are
introduced.

UN Emblem.
Preamble of UN Charter.
World Atlas and pertici-
pating countries of UN.

Organization Chart of c"
the entire UN.

Chronological introduction
of past conferences and
projects on environmental
problems

Display of brochures,
pamphlet and newspapers
published by UN.

Example: MEDIA PACK

YOUR WORLD iA
MY WORLD

1. World Population
problems.

2. World Food Problems

3. World Resources
Problems.

4. World Energy
Problems.

Easily understandable
display of the present
state of earth faced with
many problems against the
background of documental
photographs.

i/t1 -̂-̂ -

EARTH WATCH International co-
operation for
environmental
protection and
EARTH WATCH.

Introduction of inter-
national cooperation made
so far regarding protec-
tion of air and water etc.

- 1 -



UN BOOTH Display Concept

Theme Programme Items of Display

2. "GEMS"

" "3. "IRS

Its intent and cooperation
by participating countries
are introduced.

Introduction of remote
sensing and its technologic-
cal information.

Its intent and cooperation
by participating countries
are introduced.

NEW DIMENTION OF
INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION

1. Mediteranean Sea
Pollution Preven-
tion Project.

2. "IRPTC"

Readily understandable
introduction of a few new
projects and their systems
taken up by U.N.

Reasons for taking up a
few problems. Outline
and present state.

HABITAT is HABITAT
its intent.

and

Showing of movie films
presented at HABITAT

Photgraph exhibitidn for
HABITAT
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Items Requested

A. Items requested from UN Public Information Bureau and UNEP.

1. Message from Mr. Kurt Waldheim, Secretary General,

United Nations and other information,

a) Message of between 200 and 300 words.

Points to be touched in the message:

(T) How the international cooperation should be for

solution of environmental problems,

(g) Expectation for WEE '76.

b) Face photograph (if possible a negative film.) of

Mr. K. Waldheim.

c) Autograph of Mr. K. Waldheim.

2. Publications and literatures covering UN's overall public

information activities regarding environmental problems,

especially the following are cordially requested.

a) MEDIA PACK More than 2 copies.

To be displayed and introduced as an example of

UN's effort for creation of environment.

b) A STORY & ACTION PACK FOR WORLD DEVELOPMENT.

( c) Other public information kit and publications —

as many as possible.

d) "THE DAILY WORLD" (Posters of environmental problems),

Since these posters are to be used as main display

item, it is requested that the negative film be

sent by taking photographs of the posters.
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B. Items requested from UNEP.

1. Although a certain amount of information has been acquired

from the UN Public Information Center in Japan on the

outline and contents of Earth Watch Program, GEMS and IRS,

the information is considered insufficient. It is requested

that the following information be sent.

a) Objects of Earth Watch, GEMS and IRS.

b) System design and explanation of GEMS and IRS systems.

c) Technological information for GEMS and IRS.

In addition to the explanations for the above items,

explanatory drawings, photographs and illustrations are

highly requested.

2. Because of lack of information materials regarding

"Mediterranean Sea Pollution Prevention Project" and

"IRPTC", it is requested that as many detailed reports,

photographs and explanatory drawings as possible be sent.

3. It is requested that information be sent regarding

Mr. M. Tolba, Executive Director, United Nations

Environment Programme.

a) Message from Mr. M. Tolba of between 200 and 300 words.

Points to be touched in the message:

(V) How the international cooperation should be for

solution of environmental problems,

(g) Expectation for WEE '?6.

(3_) Expectation for creation of pollution-free society in

Japan, etc.

-2-



Mr. Tolba's face photograph and autograph are also

requested.

C. Items requested from Secretariat, HABITAT

1. Regarding movie films of HABITAT

Since a movie corner (for 400 ft 16 mm film, 2 hours

running) is planned for WEE f?6, it is requested that

approximately 5 selected movie__f:Llms be lent, if possible,

from among the films made by participating countries or

by the Secretariat.

2. Selected winning photographs of HABITAT Photograph

Exhibition are requested.

3. Message of between 200 and 300 words from Mr. E. Penalosa,

Secretary General, HABITAT; United Nations Conference on

Human Settlements.

Points to be touched in the message:

(T) How the international cooperation should be for

solution of human settlement problems.

(|) Expectation for HABITAT and WEE '?6.

Expectation for creation of decent living environment

in Japan, etc.

Mr. Penalosa1s face photograph and autograph are

also requested.

-3-
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PERMANENT MISSION OF JAPAN

TO THE UNITED NATIONS

SC/76/64 NEW YORK

9 March 1976

Dear Mr. Akatani,

We hereby attach a letter addressed to you prepared

by Mr. M. Goshi, Secretary General of WEE '76, regarding

the World Environment Exhibition T76.

We would appreciate your cooperation in this matter.

Yours sincerely,

Sumihiro Kuyama
First Secretary
Permanent Mission of Japan
to the United Nations

Mr. Genichi Akatani
Assistant Secretary-General
Office of Public Information
United Nations
New York, New York 10017

f\t-
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TO:
A:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

(TUv\

U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE: 16 March 1976Mr. Robert Rhodes James
Principal Officer
Executive Office of the Secretary-General REFERENCE:

FROM:
DE:

SUBJECT:
OBJET:

Erik N. Valters
Special Assistant to the Assistant Secretary-General
Office of Public Information

Secretary-General's Message to the World
Environment Exhibition, Tokyo, Japan,
31 May - 9 June 1976

I would appreciate it very much if we could have
a message of the Secretary-General for the World
Environment Exhibition to be held in Tokyo, Japan,
from 31 May to 9 June 1976.

The Exhibition is billed as a companion event
to HABITAT and is sponsored by the Japan Productivity
Centre and the Nihon Keizai Shimbun, a major economic
daily. According to the Japanese Government, it is
the first international exposition to be held under
the central theme of "Environment Creation" in which
the Japanese Government, other governments, various
international organizations and major transnational
corporations will participate. The United Nations
has been given a booth to display UN materials.

There will also be an International Environment
Symposium wherein Mr. Tolba, Executive Director,
United Nations Environment Programme, will participate,

It would be desirable to have the Secretary-
General 's message at the opening of the Exhibition.

If you need more information please contact
Mr. Masaji Ichikawa, the OPI/CESI Co-ordinator for
this event (Room 1061-1, ext. 2255).

Attached herewith are some background materials
for your reference.

Thank you very much.

VO
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Items Requested

A. Items requested from UN Public Information Bureau and UNEP.

1. Message from Mr. Kurt Waldheim, Secretary General,

United Nations and other information.

a) Message of between 200 and 300 words.

Points to be touched in the message:

(T) How the international cooperation should be for

solution of environmental problems.

(|) Expectation for WETC '?6.

b) Face photograph (if possible a negative film.) of

Mr. K. Waldheim.

c) Autograph of Mr. K. Waldheim. . ,-, •

2. Publications and literatures covering UN's overall public

information activities regarding environmental problems,

especially the following are cordially requested.

a) MEDIA PACK More than 2 copies.

To be displayed and introduced as an example of

UN's effort for creation of environment.

b) A STORY & ACTION PACK FOR WORLD DEVELOPMENT.

( c) Other public information kit and publications —

as many as possible.

d) "THE DAILY WORLD" (Posters of environmental problems).

Since these posters are to be used as main display

item, it is requested that the negative film be

sent by taking photographs of the posters.
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'76 WORLD ENVIRONMENT EXHIBITION TO BE HELD IN TOKYO»

The 1976 World Environment Exhibition featuring the equipment and
devices developed to prevent environmental pollution will take place in Tokyo
in June, and an outline of the exhibition was recently announced. Furthermore,
an International Env i ronmet Jiynij^^sjiirr^ will be held late in May just prior to
the opening of the exhibition. The two events are commemorative of World
Environment Day on June 5, and the exhibition itself will be a companion
event to the United Nations-sponsored Habitat '76, an exhibition on human
habitation to be held in Vancouver, Canada.

Latest Anti-Pollution Techniques

A keen awareness of the need for environmental protection has spread
across the world in the wake of the first U.N. Conference on the Human
Environment, and this is generally welcomed as a very desirable development
for the future of the earth. Particularly at a time w^en the world is confronted
with the difficult problem of where to seek a point of balance between
economic growth and environmental protection in the new age of low eco-
nomic growth, it has become important from the standpoints of both economic
management and social advance to grapple with the environmental problem in a
positive manner. Japan is devoting especially great energies to this problem with
such remarkable achievements that it is now regarded as a nation well advanced
in the techniques of eliminating environmental pollution.

Against such a background, the Japan Productivity Center has decided to
hold the 1976 World Environment Exhibition (May 31 to June 9) under the
theme "Toward a Pollution-Free Society" and the International Environment
Symposium (May 26—28), both in Tokyo.

This is the first international exposition to be' held under the central
theme of "Environment Creation". It will enjoy a wide variety of participation,
including the Japanese Government, foreign governments, the U.N., various
international organizations, major multinational corporations and principal
domestic trade associations and enterprises. In particular, the Japanese Govern-
ment is attaching great importance to the exhibition as an occasion to deepen
the appreciation and understanding of the general public toward the efforts
and progress being made to protect and improve the environment. The Govern-
ment's enthusiastic support of the fair is evidenced by the fact that it has sent
let tere of recommendation to foreign governments, urging their participation.

Features of the Exhibition

The Environmental Exhibition, occupying all of the permanent pavilions

1 -
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of the Tokyo International Trade Center at Harumi will be the largest and most
substantial exposition to be staged in Japan during 1976. Its major charac-
teristics are: (1) first international exhibition in Japan under the theme of
"Environmental Creation," C2) an arena for developing "mutual understanding
and consent" for creating a pollution-free society, (3) an international event
with a wide range of participants — not only industrial circles, but also the
Government, labor unions, local governments, consumers, citizens at large and
young people in Japan, the U.N., foreign governments and other quarters
abroad, and (4) an exposition which displays both the hardware and software
related to all the latest ideas and techniques for helping create a clean environ-
ment, and seeks to show in global perspective the direction in which a realistic
solution to the environmental problem lies.

This unique exhibition is roughly divided into the public zones, a trade
zone and a symbol zone. Zones 1 to 3 constitute the public zones, and Zone 4
the trade zone. Zone 5 consists of the symbol zone and an open-air exposition.

"The Human Being and the Environment": Exhibition Theme

Zone 1 is earmarked for the Japanese Government, the U.N. and the
sponsor, with "The Human Being and the Environment" as the central theme.
The Japanese Government's displays, developed by the various ministries and
agencies concerned, will deal with (1) comprehensive measures for environ-
mental preservation, (2) the environment and industrial activity, (3) promotion
of resources- and energy-saving policies, and the development and use of new
energy sources, (4) environmental sanitation, (5) disposal and recycling of
wastes, (6) environmental protection of the nation's lands, (7) environmental
education, and (8) environmental protection and international cooperation.

The U.N. will introduce various environmental programs now in progress
under its auspieces. At the same time, its displays will feature human habita-
tion, environmental capacity and environmental standards.

The sponsor's display plan is to be highlighted by the environmental
problem as viewed from tlie angle of balance between the environment and

: economic growth, as well as the movement to enhance productivity.

The themes of Zone 2 are "The Life of the Citizen and the Environment"
and "Regional Area Living and the Environment," while that of Zone 3 is
"Industry and the Environment." Common to both zones will be displays
concerned with "recycling" and "environmental projects of the world." These

f~^ two zones will center on displays by trade associations and major business
groups, public enterprises, local governments, foreign governments, and world
enterprises.

O



Big Foreign Firms to Participate

Multinational corporations are showing particularly keen interest in the
public zones. Already, a major U.S. business-machine company has decided to
take part with a display program including a monitoring network for environ-
mental pollution. An Italian company is contemplating taking part under the
theme of "Enterprise and Culture," while a Netherlands concern is also
studying such themes as air monitoring systems and "Enterprise and Com-
munity" for possible participation in the fair. In addition, the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) is mapping out plans for
displays on environmental problems and anti-pollution measures transcending
national boundaries.

Governmental participation is expected from six countries. Altogether,
some ten countries are expected to take part if private enterprises are included.
As for governmental participation, the Netherlands wjjj_ feature Jts national
monitoring system with jrioriitonng postsjit 200 .places, throughout that coun-
tf^^»-

Zone 4 will exhibit the equipment and devices developed for the preven-
tion and elimination of environmental pollution — for instance, prevention of
water, air and ocean pollution; disposal of solid wastes; prevention of noise and
vibration; measurement, analysis and control systems. A large number of major
manufacturers will display their main products. - . •

Zone 5 comprises the symbol zone and an open-air exhibition. The symbol
zone, designed to help visitors understand the exhibition and acquire a correct
knowledge and understanding of the environmental problem, will have as its
keynote "Verdure and Water."

The International Environment Symposium, to be held May 26—28 at
Tokyo's Imperial Hotel just prior to the exhibition, will be joined by both
Japanese and foreign authorities on the environmental'problem, such as Prof.
Kenneth E. Boulding of Colorado University and Prof. Gunnar Myrdal of
Stockholm University. In-depth debate is expected on such subjects as (1)
development and the environment, (2) recycling and saving of resources, (3)
urbanization and the environment, and (4) environmental preservation and the
economic burden.

The slogan of the forthcoming environmental exhibition is "Nature, En-
vironment, Human Beings, Dialogue — And Toward The Future." According to
the sponsor, the prime object of both the exhibition and the symposium is to
explore possible answers to the question of how best to ensure harmony
between the environment and economic growth in the future, now that the
world has entered an age of low growth.
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11 December 1975

Dear Mr. Hagano,

Please forgive my delay in replying formally to your request for
United Nations participation in the World Environment Exhibition '76
(WEE'76), as contained in the letter of 22 July 1975 which was jointly
signed by yourself, by Mr. Kohei Goshi, Vice Chairman, WEE'76, and
President, Japan Productivity Centre, and by Mr. Jiro Enjoji, Vice
Chairman, WEE'76, and President, Ninon Kezai Shimbun Co., Ltd.

Subsequently, on 5 August 1975, the Permanent Representative of
Japan to the United Nations, Ambassador Shizuo Saito, sent me a letter
advising iae that the Government of Japan, deeming the holding of
WEE'76 to be extremely meaningful, supported the undertaking and also
considered that the pajrticipation of the United Nations vas highly
desirable.

Against this background, ve began consultations within the
United Nations system, particularly with Mr. Maurice Strong, Executive
Director of the United nations Environment Programme, and with Mr.
Enrique Penalosa, Secretary-General of HABITAT: United Nations
Conference on Human Settlements.

I take pleasure in advising you that ̂ e consider that the Exhibit
on the United Nations vhich is teeing built at WEE'76 will contribute
signifiaantly to wider public knowledge and understanding of the United
Nations, and that we will extend our support in the following manner.
The United Nations, wliile not asuming formal sponsorship of the Exhibit,
agrees to provide WEE'76, within the limits of our capabilities, with
appropriate technical advice and assistance along the lines mentioned
in your letter of 22 July 1975, in accordance with the understandings
which Messrs. Masahiro Goshi and Shinya Izutai reached, during their
recent visit to New York, vith the United Nations Environment Programme,
the Secretariat for HABITAT: United Nations Conference on Human

Mr. Shigeo Nagano
Chairman, World Environment Exhibition
President, Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Japan Productivity Centre
1-1, Shibuya 3-chcae3 Shibuya-kji
Tokyo 150, JAPAIJ
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Settlements and the United Nations Office of Public Information. We
feave partictslarly in mind. information materials, suggestions for the
type of displays to be Etounted at the Exhibit, films, and so on.

For the purpose of co-ordination and liaison betvean the United
llationa and WEE'76 we will designate an appropriate official.

In further recognition of the importance of the Exhibit and
relevance to the aims and objectives of the United Nations, the Japan
Productivity Centre vill be authorized to fly the United Nations flag
"on the site of the Exhibit on the United Nations during the Exhibition,
in accordance vith the provisions of the United Nations flag code.

The ExMbit on the United Nations vill be identified in the
category of "United Nations OrganizationsBection" prepared by the
Japan Productivity Centre in collaboration vith the United Nations
Environment Programme, HABITAT: the United Nations :Conferenee" onnHuman
Settlements and the United Nations dffice of Public Information.

I trust that the above clarifications will enable you to proceed
vith the Exkibit on United Nations activities in the field of
environment.

* ~ i

. - - Yours sincerely,

O

Genichi Akatani
Assistant Secretary-General
Office of Public Information

cc: Mr. Haras imhan/Mr. Kirdar
Mr. Suy/ Mr. Marcella
Mr. Brown (UNEP)
Mr. Rajmond (HABITAT)
Mr. Galenovich/ Mr. Ho
Mr. Mas-tin /Mr. Hayvard
Mr. Masairac/Mr. SMbuya
Mr. Powell
Mr. Brrace
Mr. Pr^ylucki
Mr. Exley (UNIC TOkyo) ENV/eb.
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SPEECH BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL AT HABITAT : UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE

ON HUMAN SETTLEMENTS, VANCOUVER, CANADA, 31 MAY 1976

Your Excellencies, Distinguished Delegates, ladies and gentlemen.

At the outset, I wish, once again, to express our warm gratitude

to the Government and people 'of Canada for hosting this important

Conference. We are also deeply appreciative of all the assistance

we have received from the authorities and citizens of Vancouver.

Prom the beginning, Canada's contributions to the United Nations

have gone far beyond its formal obligations, and our presence

here today is another proof of the generosity and profound

involvement of this nation in the great global tasks confronting

the world organization and all humanity.

In recent years, the United Nations has been engaged in

an historic endeavour to rebuild the fundamental structure

of international relationships and to establish nev? global strategies

to meet global problems. This Conference is a major part of

that process. We are also seeking to change and adapt the

United Nations Organization itself, so it may be better equipped

to deal with the new and changing priorities of mankind.

We have witnessed, therefore, a period of unprecedented activity.

It has produced a ferment of ideas and proposals, which we are now

endeavouring to transfer into the realm of action. At this Conference,

as at those which preceded it, we are not only reacting to

existing crises, we are seeking to create a design for the future.
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To achieve this we must evolve new global approaches based upon

the principles and the reality of interdependence not only

among peoples, but the interdependence of the problems they confront,

We cannot, and do not, avoid the realities of acute

international tensions and of the economic gulf which

so dramatically divides humanity. We are aware that we inhabit

a world in which governments spend much more on armaments

than they do on education or health, and in which more than

five hundred million people live in misery, many of them

on the verge of starvation. For many hundreds of millions

of our fellow-citizens of this planet, their "human environment"

is simply a struggle to survive.

The very magnitude of the problems facing us, and the fact

that they are beyond resolution by anything less than a

concerted global effort, must act as our dominant imperative.

This Conference addresses the physical realities of the

conditions of mankind, and how they affect the lives of the people -

as individuals. We are talking about people - where and how

they live, about the quality of their lives, and about the future

for themselves and for generations yet unborn.

This Conference is not only about the planning of villages,

towns and cities, but it represents a synthesis of all the concerns

which have been taken up by the world community since the

Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm in 1972.
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We have had two special sessions of the General Assembly

as well as United Nations conferences on population, food,

industrialization, International Women's Year and trade and

development, each forming part of a new concerted strategy

to make true reality out of the call for a new international

economic and social order.

The issues before you are so many, broad and complex

that they cannot be arranged in any clear order of importance.

Neither rural settlements - where the majority of people still live •

nor the towns and cities, are satisfying the needs and aspirations

of their inhabitants. Their evolution in this century has been

all too often exclusively guided by market demand - itself affected

by great inequalities of income - rather than by deliberate policies

to meet elementary human needs. 'The evolution of technology.may,

in not infrequent instances, have compounded this trend.

Technology has not been consciously geared towards the satisfaction

of basic needs; habitat technology has not been progressing

at a pace comparable to that of industrial technology,

and costs have remained high. We can see this in development

of human settlement patterns in most parts of the world.

Immense changes have occurred in the structure of the social

and physical forms which govern human existence since the beginning

of this century. Indeed, four out of every five people on earth

lived in rural areas, in small villages or single family farms,

in a world without airplanes, automobiles, radio, television,

telephones or electricity.



The changes that have occurred in the way of life,

and v/hich are far from universal, are obviously an improvement

over isolation and backwardness. But, at the same time,

we are forced to recognize the grim fact that after a century

of science and invention and of unparallelled technological

progress, the number of people x̂ ho are ill-fed and ill-housed,

and who, in the main, lead a life of poverty, is larger

than ever before. The dream of an ever-increasing material progress

for all is still far from coming true.

Nor can we lay this fact only to population growth,

and seek solutions based solely on population control. Rather,

one of the principal purposes of this Conference is to make us

more acutely aware of the need to devise better forms of

social organization designed to cope with the explosion

in human numbers and mobility.

The symptoms of an increasingly serious situation

in human settlements are evident in virtually all countries.

There are differences in the kinds of problems and in their severity,

but hardly any country has escaped the consequences of the

inadequacy of past policies and programmes. The most noxious

of these symptoms are only too conspicuous: poverty and unemployment,

rural stagnation and the mass exodus from the countryside into

the cities, ever-spreading urban slums and squatter settlements,

the world-wide and growing shortage of housing, the inability

of governments to provide basic services of water and sanitation,

the menace of air, water and land pollution, and the crisis

in municipal finances in the face of augmenting burdens.
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In preparation for this Conference, the United Nations,

with the help of other bodies of the Organization, has prepared

a global review of human settlement conditions vrhich is a part

of your Conference documentation. From this important research,

we learn these sobering facts:

- One-third or more of the entire urban population

of the developing world lives in slums and squatter

settlements.

- A large percentage of the people of the

less developed countries have no water within

a hundred metres of their homes. This condition.

is a particular burden on millions of women and children.

More than one half of all people in developing

countries have no electricity in their homes,

and after the setting of the sun lack an adequate

source of light.

These statistics on the living conditions of more than

one billion people dramatically attest to our purpose here today

and to the need for an additional dimension of human solidarity.

And if such conditions exist today, what is the outlook

for the future? It was made abundantly clear at the

World Population Conference in Bucharest that the total number

of people on our planet will double in the next thirty years.
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We cannot, therefore, complacently look to a world where the

present structure of human settlements is doubled in kind,

with twice the extension of slums and squatter settlements,

twice the loss of land from urban sprawl, twice the confusion

and frustration of urban congestion and twice the pollution

of air and water.

Surely we know, as part of the global understanding

that brought us here today, that things cannot go on as before?

The patterns of human settlement development that have led

to our present crisis must give way to new systems of organization,

better kinds of planning, fuller use of local experience

and initiative, more harmonious and integrated social patterns,

and an enlightened sense of responsibility in resource use.

If we look at the problem from the angle of the basic needs

of people, among which the need for adequate shelter will

necessarily rank high, we will discover that there are far more

possibilities for improvement than are taken advantage of.

It would be wrong to look only or mainly at the modern

construction industries; houses are made of stone, wood, bricks,

mud - of materials of one kind or another - that are in easy reach

in almost every country. And in every country there are people

without work, anxious to find a productive use for their hands

and energies. There are rudimentary techniques for simple family houses

and it has been proven again and again that people will work and save

and accept personal sacrifice to build a.nd improve their homes.
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There are cases of spontaneous initiatives for the transformation

of city slums, and of the development of rural settlements

where space is available which could be most useful as examples

for others to'follow. The problems are not technical,

perhaps not even political, but social and organizational.

Of course, the construction of houses does not, by itself,

create complete and useful communities. In this there are

complex issues of land use, services, infrastructure,

community planning, industry and employment. In fact,

the whole process of urbanization is one of the chief dynamics

of development and modernization. So we must realize

that human settlements - including large metropolitan centres -

will continue to grow in number and in size, particularly

as the developing countries achieve their development goals.

We should also understand that it is not the process of

urbanisation which is the cause of the many problems

in human settlements today, but the way in which that process

is allowed to manifest itself. If human settlements are permitted

to grow haphazardly, the present severe social, economic and

environmental problems will continue. The way to avoid them

is for planners and decision-makers to anticipate the effects

their decisions will have on human settlements. In doing so,

they must not forget that solutions devised for one aspect

may well have negative effects for others. It is good, therefore,

that the United Nations system should address itself to this group

of issues and help people to mutually benefit from their

individual experiences.
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This Conference will consider a basic Declaration of Principles

and a set of recommendations for national action and

international co-operation. I would hops that embodied in these

principles and recommendations will be the fundamental goal

to set a minimum standard for decent housing for all people,

and to promote the social changes necessary to achieve this end.

I have folloxtfed the preparations for the Habitat Conference

over the past two years with special interest. I have been

most encouraged by the very high level of participation

at the regional preparatory conferences and in the meetings

of the Preparatory Committee, and I have been impressed

by the international response to the audio-visual programme

which gives Habitat its unique character. We are all indebted

to the able Secretary-General of the Conference,

Mr. Enrique Penalosa, for his energy and his imaginative approach

to his task.

This rapidly growing involvement is the result of the

recognition by governments that the problems of human settlement

throughout the world are crucial, and demand urgent remedial action

at national and international levels. The main impetus for change

must come at the national level. Governments must accept

the challenge laid down by the conditions that exist today

and by the awesome demands of the future. They must assess

their needs, and bring about the mobilization of human and

physical resources to meet them. After this Conference,

each government must decide the priority it will give to its human

settlement problems and the urgency with which it will undertake

the search for solutions.



The world community has the responsibility to help

in these efforts, and a part of your work here will be to consider

the ways and means by which this can be achieved.

But each government must recognize that international assistance

can only serve to supplement national action. If a significant role

is expected to be played by the United Nations machinery,

then the appropriate resources to fulfill this objective

must be provided. I have no doubt that the Conference,

in discussing the policy options before it, will bear in mind

the need for the institutional arrangements to be fully compatible

with the underlying objectives for which they are designed -

in this particular case the purposes of multilateral co-operation

which Governments will set themselves to accomplish at this

Conference. Once the Conference has formulated its recommendations

in this regard, I shall indicate the technical and administrative

implications to enable the General Assembly to give them

practical effect.

Your Excellencies, Distinguished Delegates. I am sure

that I share with you the hope and expectation that

this Conference will succeed in creating a new initiative

for change and improvement in the quality of life for all people,

and especially for the half of mankind in most desperate need.
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Habitat can and should carry a message of hope. It can be

a milestone in the creation of a more humane world system,

a system mindful of our dependence on nature, of our interdependence

upon each other, and of our trusteeship of the future*

That is your mandate. I wish you all success in your

important task.



DISCOURS DU SECRETAIRE GENERAL A HABITAT : CONFERENCE DES UATIONS UNIES
SUR LES ETABLISSEMEHTS HUMAINS, VANCOUVER (CANADA), 31 MAI 1976

Excellences, Messieurs les delegue's, Mesdasies et Messieurs,

Permettez-moi tout d'abord d'exprimer une fois encore notre tres sincere gratitude
au Gouvernement et au peuple canadiens q.ui ont bien voulu accueillir cette iiaportante
Conference. Eous sommes egalement profondement reconnaissants aux pouvoirs publics
et aux habitants de Vancouver de toute 1'assistance qu'ils nous ont pretee. Bepuis
tovgours, le Canada fournit a 1'Organisation des Nations Uaies un appui qui va bien
au-dela de ses obligations officielles, et aotre presence ici, aujourd'hui, est une
nouvelle preuve de la generosite* de ce pays at de son profond interet pour les teches
iramenses auxquelles doit faire face I9Organisation mondiale et I'humanite tout
entiere.

Depuis quelques annees 1'Organisation des Nations Unies s'efforce, et c'est la
une entreprise historique, de reiaodeler la structure foadamentale des relations
Internationales et d'arreter de uouvelles strategies mondiales pour faire face aux
problemes moadiaux. Cette Conference est un element iurportant du processus qui
a ete engage. Hous cherchons egalement a modifier et a adapter 1'Organisation des
Nations Unies elle-meme de fagon qu'elle soit mieux equipee pour faire face -jfc-&es. aux"
recponcabilitos aotuell@ay q.ui sont plus vast@B et-p3=̂ s—i=teB4ass-q-a9—̂ aaa;l3-y-eJ;
pour ae pao pordr-e. da vuo le^besoins prioritaires, et sans cesse renouveles, de
1'hvonaniti. L'Organisation des Nations Unies a done connu une periode d'activlte
sans precedent au eours de laquelle se sont cristallisees des idees et des propositions
que noiis nous efforcons aujourd'hui de traduire dans la realite. A cette Conference,
comae a celles qui 1'ont precedee, non seuleiaent nous reagissons face a des crises
leguees par le passe, mais nous nous efforcons de preparer la voie de 1'a-venir.
Pour ce faire, nous devons mettre au point de nouvelles approches globales fondees
sur les principes et la realite de 1'interdependance aussi bien des peuples que
des problemes qui se posent & eux.

Nous ne pouvons pas esquiver les realites que sont les graves tensions
Internationales et le gouffre econoiaique qui divise de facon si dranatique
I'humanite, et nous ne les esquivons pas. Nous vivons - et de cela nous en somes
parfaitement conscients - dans un monde o^ les gouvernements consacrent des sommes
beaucoup plus considerables a I'armement qu'ils n'en consacrent a 1'enseignement
ou a la sant€ et ou plus de 500 millions d'etres humains vivent dans la misere,
beaucoup au seuil de la famine. Pour des centaines et des centaines de millions
d'hommes, qui sont nos freres, 1' "environnement humain" se reduit a la lutte pour
la survie.

L'aapleur des problemes devant lesquels nous nous trouvons et le fait que
seul un effort global concerte pourra les resoudre doivent guider notre conduite.
La presente Conference porte sur les realites physiques de la condition humaine
et les effets qu'elles exercent sur la vie des hxuaains - consideres en tant
qu'iadividus. Car nous parlons ici des hommes - de 1'endroit oft ils viveat et
de la fagon dont ils vivent, de la qualite de la vie pour chacun d'eux, de leur
avenir et de celui des generations a venir.

76-111U7 /...
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La presents Conference n'a pas uniquement pour objet la planification des
villages, des localites et des villes; elle represente line synthese de toutes les
questions dont la communaute mondiale s'est preoccupee depuis la Conference des
Nations Unies sur 1'environnement qui s'est tenue a Stockholm en 1972. Nous avons
eu deux sessions extraordinaires de 1'Assemblee generale ainsi que des conferences
des Nations Unies sur la population, 1'alimentation, I1industrialisation, 1'Annee
Internationale de la femme, le commerce et le developpeaeat, chacune faisant partie
d'une nouvelle strategic concertee ayant pour objet de faire une realite de
1'exigence d'un nouvel ordre econojsique et social international.

Les questions que vous aurez a examiner sont nombreuses, vastes et complexes
et elles ne peuvent pas vraiment etre classees seloa un ordre d'importance. Hi
les zones de peuplement rurales - ou" vit encore la majorite des populations -
ni les localites, ni les grandes villes ne repondent aux besoins et aux aspirations
de leurs habitants. Leur evolution au cours de ce siecle a etc trop souvent dictee
exclusivement par la demanda - elle-meme influencee par de grands ecarts de revenu -
plutot que par des politiques deliberees tendaat a repondre aux besoins les plus
eleinentaires de 1'etre humain. II se peut que I1 evolution teclinique ait, dans
bien des cas, renforce cette tendance. Les techniques n'ont pas scienunent vise
a repondre aux besoins fondamaataux : les techniques de 1'habitat n'ont pas
evolue a un rythme comparable a celui des techniques industrielles, et leurs couts
sont demeures tres eleves. Nous pouvons le constater dans 1'evolution de la
conception des etablissements humains dans la majeure partie du monde.

Les structures sociales et physiques qui regissent 1'existence de 1'hoHaae
ont connu d'enormes changements depuis le debut du siecle. II est un fait que
quatre personnes sur cinq vivent en zone'rurale, dans de petits villages ou des
fermes unifamiliales, dans un monde sans avions, sans automobiles, sans radio,
sans television, sans telephone ou sans electricite.

Les changements intervenus dans le mode de vie - qui sont loin d'etre
universels - sont de touts evidence un progres sur 1'isolement et le retard.
Mais dans le meme temps, force est d'admettre le triste fait qu'apres un siecle
de science, de decouvertes et de progres techniques sans precedent, le nombre
des mal nourris et des mal loges, de ceux qui, de fagon generale, vivent dans
le denuement, est plus Sieve" qu'il ne 1'a jamais ete. Le reve d'un progres
materiel toujours plus grand dont tous beneficieraient est encore loin d'etre
une realite.

Hous ne pouvons pas attribuer ce fait a la seule croissance demographique,
et chercher des solutions fondees uniquement sur le controle des naissances.
Au contraire, un des principaux objectifs de cette Conference est de nous faire
prendre conscience de fagon plus aigue de la necessite d'instaurer une organisation
sociale meilleure, qui soit a meme de faire face a 1'explosion demographique et
a la mobilite des populations.

On retrouve dans presque tous les pays les symptomss qui attestent que la
situation des etablissements humains n'a cesse de s'aggraver. Les problemes
different par leur nature et leur gravite, mais il n'est guere de pays qui ait
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Schappe aux consequences de lfinade"quation des politiques et des programmes passes.
Las plus pernicieux de ces syraptomes ne sont que trop manifestes : pauvrete et
chomage, stagnation rurale et exode rural massif, expansion croissante des taudis
urbains et des colonies de squatters, crise du logement toujours plus grande dans
le monde, incapacity dans laquelle sont les gouvernements de fournir des services
de base en matiere d'approvisionneraent en eau et d'assainissement, menace de la
pollution de 1'air, de 1'eau et de la terre, et crise des finances municipales face
a 1 'augmentation des charges.

Dans le cadre des preparatifs de la Conference, I1 Organisation des Nations Unies,
aidee en cela par d'autres organismes des Nations Unies, a etabli une etude de la
situation des etablissements humains dans le inonde, qui fait partie de la documentation
de la Conference. Get important effort de recherche permet de faire les constatations
suivantes qui donnent it reflechir :

- Un tiers au moins de 1' ensemble de la population urbaine des pays en develop-
pement vit dans des taudis et des colonies de squatters. -Bans ...les pires.
dQs QS.SI- JL&. dQnsit^ cL ' os{yU.TJ£tfcioii dBJis ces ••Spites "p̂ irtr SitLiL'sy .iVjPCtu^B.
10 perconnas par piece-.

- Un pourcentage 6lev̂  de la population des pays les moins developpes ne dispose
pas de posts d'eau a moins de 100 metres de 1 'habitation. Get eloignement
est parti culierement pSnible pour des millions de femmes et d'enfants.

- Plus de la moitie" de la population des pays en deVeloppement n'a pas
1'electricite et, apres le coucher du soleil, n'a pas de source de lumiere
adequate.

Ces statistiques sur les conditions de vie de plus d'un milliard d'etres huinains
justifient de fac.on spectaculaire notre presence ici aujourd'hui et temoignent qu'il
faut donner a la solidarite humaine une nouvelle occasion de se manif ester.

Si de telles conditions existent aujourd'hui, quelles sont les perspectives
pour demain? II a ete amplement etabli lors de la Conference mondiale de la
population qui s'est tenue a Bucarest, que la population de notre planete doublera
dans les trente annees a venir. Hous ne pouvons done pas nous satisfaire d'un
Bionde ou1 auront double les etablissements humains, tels qu'ils existent aujourd'hui,
oii auront double les taudis et les colonies de squatters, oft auront double les
superficies abandonnees a la croissance desordonnee des villes , ou auront double
le chaos et les frustrations engendres par 1 ' encombrement des villes et oft
aura double la pollution de 1'air et de 1'eau.

Ce que nous savons - et c'est ce qui nous a amenes a nous reunir ici
aujourd'hui - c'est que les choses ne peuvent pas rester en 1'etat. Aux facteurs
qui ont preside au developpement des etablissements humains et qui ont conduit
a la crise actuelle doivent faire place de nouveaux systemes d1 organisation, de
meilleures methodes de planification, un recours plus grand a 1 'experience et
a 1'initiative locales, une infrastructure sociale plus harmonieuse et mieux
int^gree et, pour 1 'utilisation des ressources, un sens aigu des responsabilites.



Si nous considerons le probleme sous I1angle des besoins fondamentaux de
1'homme, panni lesquels la neceasite de disposer d'un logesnent adequat occupe
inevitableraent un rang de priorite eleve, nous nous rendront conrpte qu'il existe
bien d'autres possibilites d1amelioration que celles qui ont ete raises a profit
jusqu'ici. II serait errone d'attendre tout ou pratiquement tout des industries
modernes de construction : les maisons sont faites de pierre, de bois, de briques,
de boue et d'autres mate'riaux qu'il est possible de se procurer facilement dans
presque tous les pays. II existe egalement dans presque tous les pays des
sans-travail qui ne demandent qu'a mettre leur talent et leur energie au service
de fins productives. Des techniques rudimantaires permettent de construire des
maisons d'habitation simples et on a pu se rendre compte a maintes reprises que
les gens sont prets & travailler, a epargner et a accepter des sacrifices
personnels pour construire et ameliorer leur foyer. On peut citer des cas oft
I1initiative spontanee a permis de transformer des taudis urbains et oft des
etablisseraeats ruraux ont ete mis en valeur en utilisant 1'espace disponible,
Ces exemples pourraient etre suivis avee profit. Les problemes ne sont pas
des problemes techniques, ni merae peut-etre des problemes politiques, mais des
problemes sociaux et d'organisation.

Certes, il ne suffit pas de construire des maisons pour que soient creees
des communautes completes et utiles. Leur creation fait intervenir des problemes
complexes touchant a 1'utilisation du sols aux services, a 1'infrastructure, a la
planification coamunautaire, a 1'Industrie et a 1'emp'loi. En fait, 1'urbanisation
est 1'un des principaux corollaires du developpement et de la modernisation.
II nous faut done acLmettre que les etablissements humains - y compris les grandes
m^tropoles - sont appeles a s'etendre et a se multiplier, en particulier a mesure
que les pays en developpement realiseront leurs objectifs de developpement.
II nous faut aussi cooprendre que les nombreux problemes qui se posent de nos
jours a propos des etablissements hursains ne trouvent pas leur origine dans le
processus d'urbanisation lui-meme, mais plutot dans son deroulement. Si on
laisse les etablissements humains croitre anarchiquement, les graves problemes
sociaux, economiques et environnementaux qui se posent aujourd'hui se poseront
demain. Pour parer a cette eventuality, les planificateurs et les responsables
devront prevoir les effets que leurs decisions auront sur les etablissements
humains. Ce faisant, ils ne doivent pas oublier que les solutions apportees a un
probleme peuvent avoir des eJTets negatifs sur d'autres. II est done bon que
les organismes des Nations Unies examinent ce groupe de problemes et aident
les etres humains a beneficier de I1experience qu'ils peuvent avoir les uns et
les autres dans ce domaine.

La presente Conference examinera une declaration de principes et un ensemble
de recommendations concernant les mesures a prendre a I1echelon national et de
propositions en vue de la cooperation Internationale. J'ose esperer que panni ces
principes et ces recommandations figurera 1'objectif fondamental qui est de fixer
pour le logement des normes minimums applicables dans le monde entier et de promouvoir
les nodifications socia3.es qui s'avereront necessaires pour atteindre cet
objectif.
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C'est avec un interet particulier qua j'ai suivi les preparatifs de la
Conference Habitat au cours de ces deux dernieres annees. J'ai ete tres
encourage par la tres forte participation aux conferences regionales prepa-
ratoires et aux reunions du Comite preparatoire et j'ai ete impressionne par
1'echo suscite dans les pays par le programme audio-visuel, qui fait d'Habitat
une conference unique en son genre. Nous devons tous beaucoup au Secretaire
general de la Conference, M. Enrique Penalosa, pour 1'energie et 1'imagination
dont il a fait preuve dans 1'accomplisseiaent de sa tache.

Get interet toujours croissant s'explique par le fait que les gouvernements
se sont rendu compte que les problemes poses par les etablissements humains
partout dans le monde revetent une importance cruciale et qu'il faut prendre
d'urgence des mesures pour y remedier, tant au niveau national qu'international.
C'est au niveau national que doit se manifester tout d'abord la volonte de
changement. Les gouvernements doivent accepter de faire front aux difficultes
de la situation actuelle et se preparer a repondre aux enormes exigences de
1'avenir. Us doivent evaluer leurs besoins et favoriser la mobilisation des
ressources humaines et materielles necessaires pour y faire face. A 1'issue
de cette Conference, chaque gouvernement doit decider du rang de priorite qu'il
accordera aux problemes poses par les etablissements humains dans son pays et
de 1'urgence avec laquelle il recherche des solutions.

La communaute mondiale a pour responsabilite d'appuyer ces efforts, et 1'une
des taches qui vous attend dans le_cadre de cette Conference est d'examiner
les moyens de faire face a cette responsabilite. Mais chaque gouvernement doit
se rendre compte que 1'assistance Internationale ne peut etre qu'un complement
a 1'action nationale, --[1 oct ogaleaent evident que 1'etejidue de I'assdstance
intornationtilc qui ocra fournio dopondra dc votro jugcmcnt eollcetif sur la
gravitc do la ariac dea ctablis-sements humains. Si I1 on veut que le systeme
des Nations Unies joue un role important dans ce domaine, il faudra lui fournir
les ressources dont il aura besoin a cette fin. Je suis certain que la Conferences
lorsqu'elle debattra des options politiques qui lui sont offertes, n'oubliera
pas que les arrangements institutionnels doivent etre en tout point compatibles
avec les objectifs fondamentaux pour lesquels ils sont congus - dans ce cas
particulier, les objectifs de cooperation multilaterale que les gouvernements
s'emploieront a realiser a 1'occasion de cette Conference. Une fois que la
Conference aura formule ses recommendations, j'en ferai connaitre les incidences
techniques et administratives de fa<jon que 1'Assemblee generale puisse leur
donner une application pratique.

Excellences, Messieurs les delegues, Je suis sur que vous partagez avec
moi' 1'espoir que cette Conference perraette d'imprimer un nouvel elan au processus
de changement et d1amelioration de la qualite de la vie de tous les peuples, et
en particulier de la moitie de 1'humanite la plus desheritee.

Habitat peut et doit porter un message d'espoir.
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Cette Conference peut etre une etape importante sur la voie de la creation
d'un systeme mondial plus humain, un systems qui reflete davantage notre
dependance a 1'egard de la nature} notre interdependence et notre foi en 1'avenir.

II vous appartient de faire de cette possibilite une realite. Je vous
souhaite tout le succes possible dans cette importante entreprise.
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In opening this great conference, with all its hope and promise for

the future, I would like to begin by expressing my gratitude to you, Mr. Prime

Minister, and to the people of Canada for acting as our host. Canada is one in

a vanguard of countries whose contributions to the work of the United Nations

goes far beyond any obligation of a member state, and our presence here today

is still another proof of your national generosity.

I also hope it is symbolic of what we are trying to achieve that this

first world conference on human settlements is also the first to be held on the

edge of the Pacific Ocean since the founding of the United Nations in San Francisco

31 years ago.

In recent years we have been engaged in an historic attempt to reorder

the structure of international relationships, an effort to which this conference

is directly related, and now we are also seeking to change and modernize our
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organization, the better to conform to its great growth in membership, the

new breadth of its concerns, and the changing needs of mankind.

I would like to review this effort very briefly this morning, and

in particular what has happened since the Conference on the Human Environment

in Stockholm, Sweden in 1972, where as you recall the recommendation was first

made to convene a special conference on human settlements. (l take great

pleasure to note that Mr. Maurice Strong of Canada, the secretary-general of

that conference, is with us today.)

Since Stockholm, the world community has met several times to

consider other concerns: population, food supply, the law of the sea, the

role and status of women in society. We have also convened fourth and fifth

meetings of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, the last

of which has just completed its work in Nairobi, Kenya, this month, and the sixth

and seventh special sessions of the General Assembly, which have taken up the

proposals for a new international economic order and the restructuring of the

economic and social capacities of the United Nations.

This has been a period of unprecedented activity. It has produced a

ferment of ideas, proposals, declarations and plans of action which are now being

introduced- into the dialogue with the community of nations.
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* # *

Distinguished delegates, we cannot avoid our place in history.

We are privileged to live at the beginning of a new era. At this conference,

and those which preceded it, we atfe not only reacting to crises'spawned by

the past, we are creating, however boldly or hesitantly, a design for the

future. We are laying the foundations of a new global community which will

be based on principles of interdependence among peoples, social justice within

and between nations, and planetary reason.'

We cannot avoid or disguise the realities of international tensions:

of antagonisms between states, of the continuation of religious, racial and

other forms of discrimination and persecution, of systems of hegemony and

dependency. We cannot talk of meaningful brotherhood when 300 thousand million

dollars are spent on armaments in a single year, as happened in 19T5. Yet,

in spite of the evidence of our eyes, we somehow know that these things belong

produced
to the past, that the historical trends and events that sparatKBdt them have lost

their meaning and are perpetuated by obsolete habit.

Despite the great problems and challenges facing us, at the opening

of this conference I feel the very opposite of despair. Brothers will argue



vithin a house but defend it against a stranger; neighbours will fight within

a city but go together to protect its walls; nations with ancient enmities

will join in an alliance of mutual protection. In our time we have come to

see that for the greatest dangers facing us there is no stranger., no outsider,

no human enemy, and that the common good can only be achieved through joint

action by all people. The very magnitude of the problems facing us, problems

which are beyond resolution through anything less than global effort, will be

the forge of the new world community.

This conference, perhaps more than any that has gone before, addresses

the physical realities of this new world order, and how they affect the lives

of the people—as individuals, family members and neighbours. Whether we say

habitat, or human settlements, or the built environment, we are talking about

people: where and how they live and the quality of their lives.

* * *

Habitat, then, is not only about the planning of village, town and

city, but is a synthesis of all the concerns which have been taken up by the

world community since Stockholm: the environment, population, food, discrimination,

employment, and development. It is also, I think, about social justice, the
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sharing of resources, the "blending of technologies, and the distribution of

the fruits and "benefits of modern civilization.

The issues "before you are so many, so broad and complex, that they

cannot be arranged in any clear hierarchy of importance. But ve start with

this: The human habitat as it exists today is failing. Towns and cities are

not satisfying the needs and aspirations of their inhabitants. Their evolution

in this century has been guided more to accomodate technology than people.

It is also fair to say, I think, that decisions on the uses of technology in

the past have been in the hands of a small minority in each society, local or

mainly
foreign, which has acted saiiix to advance its own interests.

The astonishing similarity in the development of human settlement

patterns throughout the world reinforces the primacy of technological rather

than political design, and the warning of nineteenth century philosophers

that "machines will flourish and man decay" is in a sense a reality of the modern

urban crisis, in rich and poor nations alike.

Those of us who have lived through most of this century cannot but be

aware of the extent of the changes that have occurred in the structure of the

social and physical forms which govern human existence. At the beginning of
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this century four out of every five people on earth lived in rural areas, in

small villages or single family farmsA. in a vorld without airplanes, auto-

mobiles, radio, television, telephones or electricity, and of course without

computers or nuclear energy.

The changes that have occurred are obviously an improvement over

isolation and backwardness. At the same time, we are forced to recognize that

after a century of science and invention, of incredible technological progress,

the number of our species ill-fed and ill-housed, leading wretched lives-, is

larger than ever before. The dream of an ever-increasing material progress for

all people is fading.

Nor can we lay this fact, as many believe, solely to population growth.

The explosion in human numbers and the explosion of human knowledge are closely

related. Moreover, it is clear that a major cause of the present crisis in

the living conditions of mankind is that so much faith was put in the bounties•

of industry, and so little industry, let alone imagination, into responding to

basic human needs.

The symptoms of a crisis in human settlements are evident in all

countries. There are differences in the kinds of problems and in their severity,
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but no country has escaped the consequences of the past systems of development.

The most noxious of these symptoms are known to us all: poverty and unemployment,

rural stagnation and the mass exodus from the countryside into the cities,

ever-spreading urban slums and squatter settlements, the world-wide and growing

shortage of housing, the inability of governments to provide basic services of

water, sanitation, electricity; the menace of air, water and land pollution;

and the crisis in municipal finances in the face of these augmenting burdens.

In the preparation for this conference, the Centre for Housing,

Building and Planning of the United Nations, with the help of other bodies of

the organization, has prepared a global review of human settlement conditions

which is a part of your conference documentation. From this important research

we learn these sobering facts:

* One-third or more of the entire urban population of the developing

world live in slums and squatter settlements. In the worst cases, living densities

in these areas climb to as high as 10 persons per room.

* Nearly half the people of the less developed

V
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countries/have no running water in their homes, and in a large percentage

of cases no vater within a hundred metres of their homes. This condition is

a particular "burden on millions of women and children. '

* More than one half of all people sa»»&«sf1*ĥ «̂ Ŝ «ŵ fî i«i in developing

countries have no electricity in their homes, and after the setting of the sun

lack an adequate source of light.

more than one
These statistics on the. .living conditions of 48«s8s»«fe»5& thousand

million people dramatically attest to our purpose here today and to the need

for a new human solidarity. They bespeak an immense and unacceptable injustice.

And if such conditions exist today, what is the outlook for the future?

It was made abundantly clear at the World Population Conference in Bucharest

<2>
that despite any conceivable efforts of family planning or population control/ the

total number of people on our planet will double in the next thirty years. This

•will mean, in the words of the distinguished author Barbara Ward, that we will

have to build a whole new world on top of the one we know today. For every

building that now exists—house, store, school, clinic, factory or bus terminal—

we will need another.
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And, of course, not even that will be enough. We can ill afford to

double the existing conditions of misery. We cannot look with equanimity to

a world where the present structure of human settlements is doubled in kind,

with twice the extension of slums and squatter settlements, twice the loss of

land from urban sprawl, twice the confusion and frustration of urban congestion

and automobile traffic, and twice the pollution of air and water.

Surely we know, as part of the global understanding that brought us

here today, that things cannot go on as before, and that the disastrous .patterns

of human settlement development that have led to our present crisis must give

way to new systems of organization,'better kinds of planning, fuller use of

local experience and initiative, more harmonious and integrated social patterns,

and an enlightened sense of responsibility in resource use.

* * *

Distinguished delegates, -laefcgc^EiijjUil u m l i l i B i n i ' U j , why is it that the
•

basic needs of people are not met, and especially the need for adequate shelter?

To some extent the farmers are at the mercy of nature, but what is it that stops

us.from building houses? It is not necessary here to be over-sophisticated,

or to. weigh the problems of modern construction industries. Houses are made of
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stone, wood, bricks, mud—of materials of one kind or another that are in

easy reach in every country. And in every country there are people without

vork, desperate to find a productive use for their hands and energies. So

really it is plain that the problems are not technical but social and organiza-

tional .

I am also aware that the mere construction of houses does not create

complete and useful communities, that there are complex issues of land use,

services, infrastructure, community planning, industry and employment. And
/

yet I believe that the home, the basic shelter, is second only to food among

human needs. It has been proven again and again that people will work and

save and undergo great personal sacrifice to build and improve their homes.

This conference will consider a basic declaration of principles and a

C_pational jiction and j
set of recommendations for international co-operation. I would hope that\̂

embodied in these principles and recommendations will be the.fundamental goal

to set a minimum standard for decent housing for all people and to promote the

social changes necessary to achieve this end. Even when we know we cannot fully

meet this goal immediately, we must yet commit ourselves to it, insisting that

each nation subscribe to the principle of a home for every family and a national
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housing inventory equal to one room per person.

30
There are fifcfeREH countries in the world today which have already

succeeded in creating this ratio of housing to population throughout their

70
national territories. There are perhaps $& other countries which have a

housing inventory of well under two persons per room. I would also mention

that among the countries that have reached the goal, some of them achieved"-" . • • •• '"̂ -i*.-

it in less than twenty- five years after the huge devastations of war. And in

no case were their economic developments slowed or weakened by this "building

effort. On the contrary, adequate rates of construction were everywhere a.

major factor of new prosperity.

* # *

Distinguished delegates, I have followed the preparations for the

Habitat conference over the past two years with growing interest. I have been

delighted by the very high level of participation at your regional preparatory

conferences and in the meetings of the Preparatory Committee. And I have been

pleased, even amazed, at the international response to the audio-visual programme

which gives Habitat its unique character. (Editor: Perhaps in this context it

would be appropriate to mention the "energy and dedication" of Mr. Penalosa.)
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This rapidly growing involvement must be due to the recognition by

governments that the problems of human settlement throughout the world are

crucial and demand urgent remedial action at -tê -dseŝ ii* fctee national and t̂efes

international levels.

The main impetus for change must come at the national level. Your

governments must accept the challenge laid down by the conditions existing

demands
everywhere today and by the awesome Kssatst of the future. You must assess

your needs and begin the mobilization of human and physical resources to

meet them. After this conference each government must decide the priority

it will give to its human settlement problems and the urgency with which it

will undertake the search for solutions.

Under the United Nations Charter, the world community has the

responsibility to help in these efforts, and a part of your work here will

be to consider the ways and means by which this can be achieved. But each
•

government must recognize that international assistance can only serve to

supplement national action. It is also plain that the extent of international

assistance can only reflect your collective judgment on the seriousness of the

human settlements crisis. If a significant role is expected to be played by the
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j fe&ehinery, then the appropriate resources to fulfil this

t b& provided.

Bguished delegates, I am sure I share with people everywhere

this meeting will succeed in creating a new initiative for change

in the quality of life for all people, and especially for the

in most desperate need. Habitat can and should carry a

E&?$££*•«. "Af -Tftjj>e. It can be a milestone in the creation of a more humane

v̂ rif.! =97a-taj!fr~a. system mindful of our dependence on nature, of our interdependence

uttorrtee*iii cstbsr and of our trusteeship of the future.

ISadt is your mandate, and I wish you all the power of endurance and

vrsiorr'-n'eetLteGl for your success.
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DRAFT SPEECH BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL AT HABITAT: UNITED

NATIONS CONFERENCE ON HUMAN SETTLEMENTS, VANCOUVER, CANADA,

31 MAY 1976

Your Excellencies, Distinguished Delegates, ladies and gentlemen.

At the outset of this important Conference I wish to express

the warm gratitude of us all to the Government and people of

Canada for acting as our hosts. We are also deeply appreciative

of all the assistance we have received from the authorities and

citizens of the great city of Vancouver. From the beginning

Canada's contributions to the United Nations have gone far beyond

its formal obligations, and our presence here today is another

proof of the generosity and profound involvement of this nation

in the great global tasks that confront the world Organization

and all humanity.

In recent years the United Nations has been engaged in an

historic endeavour to rebuild the fundamental structure of

international relationships and to establish new global strategies

to meet global problems, and of which this Conference is a major

part. We are also seeking to change and adapt the United Nations

Organization itself, so it may be better equipped to deal with

the new breadth and extent of its concerns, and the changing

priorities of mankind. This has been a period of unprecedented

activity. It has produced a ferment of ideas and proposals,
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which we are now endeavouring to transfer into the realm of

action. At this Conference, and at those which preceded it,

we are not only reacting to crises spawned by the past, we

are endeavouring to create a design for the future, and to

establish new global approaches based upon the principles and

the reality of interdependence not only among peoples, but

the interdependence of the problems they confront.

We cannot, and do not, avoid the realities of acute

international tensions, of the antagonisms that exist between

States and regions, and of the economic gulf which so cruelly

divides humanity. We know that we inhabit a world in which

governments spend much more on armaments than they do on

education or health, and in which more than five hundred million

people live on the verge of starvation. For many hundreds of

millions of our fellow-citizens of this planet, their "human

environment" is simply a struggle to survive. Thus, we meet

here as realists, but resolved to move forward together, and

determined that these conditions must not be permitted to

continue. For how are we to create a world at peace, a world

of stability, when such circumstances exist?

The very magnitude of the problems facing us, and the fact

that they are beyond resolution by anything less than a concerted

global effort, must act as our dominant imperative. This

Conference addresses the physical realities of the conditions
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of mankind, and "how they affect the lives of the people -

as individuals. We are talking about people - where and how

they live, the quality of their lives, and the future for

themselves and for generations yet unborn.

This Conference is not only about the planning of villages,

towns and cities, but it represents a synthesis of all the

concerns which have been taken up by the world community since

the Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm in 1972.

We have had world conferences on population, food, industrialization,

employment, and development, each forming part of a new concerted

strategy to make true reality out of the call for a new inter-

national economic and social order.

The issues before you are so many, broad, and complex, that

they cannot be arranged in any clear hierarchy of importance.

But we start with this facts The human habitat as it exists today

is failing. Neither rural settlements - where the majority of

people still live - nor the towns and cities, are satisfying the

needs and aspiration^ of their inhabitants. Their evolution in
often exclusively

this century has been all too/guided by market demand, itself

distorted by great inequalities of income, rather than by deliberate

policies to meet elementary human needs. The evolution of techno-

logy may, in not infrequent instances, have compounded this trend.

Technology has not been consciously geared towards the satisfaction
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of basic needs; habitat technology has not been progressing

at a pace comparable to that of industrial technology, and

costs have remained high. In this respect, there is a con-

siderable amount of similarity in the development of human

settlement patterns throughout the world.

During this century, immense changes have occurred in

the structure of the social and physical forms which govern

human existence. At the beginning of this century four out

of every five people on earth lived in rural areas, in small

villages or single family farms, in a world without airplanes,

automobiles, radio, television, telephones or electricity, and

of course without computers or nuclear energy.

The changes that have occurred are obviously an improvement

over isolation and backwardness. But, at the same time, we are

forced to recognize the grim fact that after a century of

science and invention and of unparallelled technological

progress, the number of people who are ill-fed and ill-housed,

and who in the main lead wretched lives, is larger than ever

before. The dream of an ever-increasing material progress for

all is fading.

Nor can we lay this fact, as many would have us believe,

only to population growth, and seek solutions solely in population

control. Rather, one of the principal purposes of this Conference
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is to make us more acutely aware of the need to devise forms

of social organization, to cope with the explosion in human

numbers and mobility.

The symptoms of a crisis in human settlements are evident

in virtually all countries. There are differences in the kinds

of problems and in their severity, but hardly any country has

escaped the consequences of the inadequacy of past policies and

programmes. The most noxious of these symptoms are only too

conspicuous: poverty and unemployment, rural stagnation and

the mass exodus from the countryside into the cities, ever-

spreading urban slums and squatter settlements, the world-wide

and growing shortage of housing, the inability of governments

to provide basic services of water and sanitation, the menace

of air, water and land pollution, and the crisis in municipal

finances in the face of augmenting burdens.

In preparation for this Conference, the Centre for Housing,

Building and Planning of the United Nations, with the help of

other bodies of the Organization, has prepared a global review

of human settlement conditions which is a part of your Conference

documentation. From this important research we learn these

sobering facts:
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- One-third or more of the entire urban population

of the developing world live in slums and squatter

settlements. In the worst cases, living densities

in these areas climb to as high as 10 persons per room.

- A large percentage of the people of the less

developed countries have no water within a hundred metres

of their homes. This condition is a particular burden

on millions of women and children.

- More than one half of all people in developing

countries have no electricity in their homes, and after

the setting of the sun lack an adequate source of light.

These statistics on the living conditions of more than one

thousand million people dramatically attest to our purpose here

today and to the need for a new human solidarity. They bespeak

an immense and unacceptable human injustice.

And if such conditions exist today, what is the outlook

for the future? It was made abundantly clear at the World

Population Conference in Bucharest that despite any conceivable

efforts of family planning or population control the total number

of people on our planet will double in the next thirty years.

This will mean, in the words of one distinguished authority, Barbara Ward.
to whom we are indebted for so much valuable assistance and advice,
that we will have to build a whole new world on top of the one

we know today. For every building that now exists - house, store,

school, clinic, or factory - we will need another.
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And, of course, not even that will be enough. We can

ill afford to double the existing conditions of misery. We

cannot look with equanimity to a world where the present

structure of human settlements is doubled in kind, with twice

the extension of slums and squatter settlements, twice the

loss of land from urban sprawl, twice the confusion and

frustration of urban congestion and automobile traffic, and

twice the pollution of air and water.

Surely we know, as part of the global understanding

that brought us here today, that things cannot go on as before?

The patterns of human settlement development that have led

to our present crisis must give way to new systems of

organization, better kinds of planning, fuller use of local

experience and initiative, more harmonious and integrated

social patterns, and an enlightened sense of responsibility

in resource use.

If we look at the problem from the angle of the basic

needs of people, among which the need for adequate shelter will

necessarily rank high^ we will discover that there are far more

possibilities for improvement than are taken advantage of. It

would be wrong to look only or mainly at the modern construction

industries; houses are made of stone, wood, bricks, mud -

of materials of one kind or another - that are in easy reach

in almost every country. And in every country there are people
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without work, anxious to find a productive use for their

hands and energies. There are simple techniques for simple

family houses and it has been proven again and again that

people will work and save and accept personal sacrifice to

build and improve their homes. The problems are not

technical, perhaps not even political, but social and

organizational.

Of course, the construction of houses by itself does

not create complete and useful communities. In this there

are complex issues of land use, services, infrastructure,

community planning, industry and employment. These are among

the most difficult problems of planning, as solutions devised

for one aspect may have very negative effects in others. It

is good that the United Nations systems should address itself

to this group of issues and help people to benefit from the

experience of others. But it is also good to remember that

there are many cases where one would not have to wait for the

solution of all the difficulties before starting to improve

the habitat. There are cases of the creative and spontaneous
o

initiatives for the transformation of city slums, and of the

development of rural settlements where space is available, with

some help from the public authorities, that could be most useful

as examples for others to follow.

This Conference will consider a basic Declaration of

Principles and a set of recommendations for national action and
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international co-operation. I would hope that embodied

in these principles and recommendations will be the funda-

mental goal to set a minimum standard for decent housing

for all people, and to promote the social changes necessary

to achieve this end. Even when we know we cannot fully meet

this goal immediately, we must yet commit ourselves to it,

insisting that each nation subscribe to the principle of

a home for every family and a national housing inventory

equal to one room per person.

There are thirty countries in the world today which have

already succeeded in creating this ratio of housing to popu-

lation throughout their national territories. There are

perhaps seventy other countries which have a housing inventory

of well under two persons per room. I would also mention that

among the countries that have reached the goal, some of them

achieved it in less than twenty-five years after the huge

devastations of war.

I have followed the preparations for the Habitat Conference

over the past two years with interest and appreciation. I have

been most encouraged by the very high level of participation at

the regional preparatory conferences and in the meetings of the
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Preparatory Committee, and I have been impressed by the

international response to the audio-visual programme which

gives Habitat its unique character. We are all indebted

to the distinguished Secretary-General of the Conference,

Mr. Penalosa, for his energy and his imaginative approach

to his task.

This rapidly growing involvement is the result of the

recognition by governments that the problems of human settle-

ment throughout the world are crucial, and demand urgent

remedial action at national and international levels. The

main impetus for change must come at the national level.

Governments must accept the challenge laid down by the

conditions that exist today and by the awesome demands of

the future. They must assess their needs, and bring the

mobilization of human and physical resources to meet them.

After this Conference each government must decide the priority

it will give to its human settlement problems and the urgency

with which it will undertake the search for solutions.

The world community has the responsibility to help in

these efforts, and a part of your work here will be to consider

the ways and means by which this can be achieved. But each

government must recognize that international assistance can

only serve to supplement national action. It is also plain
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that the extent of international assistance can only reflect

your collective judgement on the seriousness of the human

settlements crisis. If a significant role is expected to

be played by the United Nations machinery, then the appropriate

resources to fulfill this objective must be provided.

Your Excellencies, Distinguished delegates. I am sure

that I share with you the hope and expectation that this

Conference will succeed in creating a new initiative for

change and improvement in the quality of life for all people,

and especially for the half of mankind in most desperate need.

Habitat can and should carry a message of hope. It can be a

milestone in the creation of a more humane world system, a

system mindful of our dependence of nature, of our interdepend-

ence upon each other, and of our trusteeship of the future.

That is your mandate. I wish you all success in your

important task.



For inclusion in the Secretary-General's statement at the

HABITAT Conference

We are, of course, also aware that the whole process of

urbanization itself is one of the chief dynamics of develop-

ment and modernization. Cities have always played a central

role in the economic life of nations, i.e. in commerce,

finance and industry. They also have traditionally provided

a stimulus to advances in the social and artistic life of

the communities they serve.

So we must be aware that human settlements - including

large metropolitan centres - will continue to grow in number

and in size, particularly as the developing countries continue

to achieve their own economic goals - many of which were

first enunciated in world conferences such as this.

The critical point to understand here is that it is

not the process of urbanization, which is the cause of

the many problems in human settlements today, but the way

in which the process is allowed to manifest itself. If

allowed to grow haphazardly, as the incidental physical

result of economic decisions made with other objectives in

mind, cities and the system of human settlements itself will

continue to present severe social, economic and environmental

problems. But if the economic planners and decision-

makers, both public and private, begin to take into account

the effect their decisions will leave on human settlements,

a much more harmonious and beneficial result can be

achieved.
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Following is the text of a statement by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
at the United Nations Conference on Human Settlements : Habitat in Vancouver,
Canada, on 31 May 1976:

At the outset, I wish, once again ,to express our warm gratitude to the
Government and people of Canada for hosting this important Cbnference. We are
also deeply appreciative of all the assistance we have received from the
authorities and citizens of Vancouver. From the beginning, Canada's
contributions to the United Nations have gone far beyond its formal obligations,
and our presence here today is another proof of the generosity and profound
involvement of this nation in the great global tasks confronting the world
organization and all humanity.

In recent years, the United Nations has been engaged in an historic
endeavour to rebuild the fundamental structure of international relationships
and to establish new global strategies to meet global problems. This
Conference is a major part of that process. We are also seeking to change
and adapt the United Nations Organization itself, so it may be better equipped
to deal with the new and changing priorities of mankind. We have witnessed,
therefore, a period of unprecedented activity. It has produced a ferment
of ideas and proposals, which we are now endeavouring to transfer into the
realm of action. At this Conference, as- at those which preceded it, we are
not only reacting to existing crises, but we are seeking to create a design
for the future. To achieve this we must evolve new global approaches based
upon the principles and the reality of interdependence not only among
peoples, but the interdependence of the problems they confront.

We cannot, and do not, avoid the realities of acute international
tensions and of the economic gulf which so dramatically divides humanity.
Vie are • aware that we inhabit a world in which Governments spend much more
on armaments than they do on education or health, and in which more than
five hundred million people live in misery, many of them on the verge of
starvation. For many hundreds of millions of our fellow- citizens of this
planet, their "human environment" is simply a struggle to survive.

(more)
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The very magnitude of the problems facing us, and the fact that they are
beyond resolution by anything less than a concerted global effort, must act
as our dominant imperative. This Conference addresses the physical realities
of the conditions-of mankind, and how they affect the lives of the people --
as individuals. We are talking about people -- where and how they live, about
the quality of their lives, and about the future for themselves and for
generations yet unborn.

This Conference is not only about the planning of villages, towns and
cities, but it represents a synthesis of all the concerns which have been
taken up by the world community since the Conference on the Human Environment
in Stockholm in .19-72. vie have had two special sessions of the General Assembly
as well as United Nations conferences on population,--food, industrialization,
International VIomen' s Year and trade and development, each forming part of a
new concerted strategy to make true reality out of the call for a new
international economic and social order.

The issues before you are so many, broad and complex that they cannot
be arranged in any clear'order of importance. Neither-rural settlements —
where the majority of people still live -- nor the towns and cities, are
satisfying the needs and aspirations of their inhabitants. Their evolution
in this century has been all too often exclusively guided by market demand —
itself affected by great inequalities of income — rather than.by deliberate
policies to meet elementary human needs. The evolution of technology may,
in not infrequent instances, have compounded this trend. Technology has
not been consciously geared towards the satisfaction of basic needs; habitat .
technology has not been progressing at a pace comparable to that of
industrial technology, and costs have'remained high. We can see this in
development of human settlement patterns in most parts of the world.

Immense changes have occurred i*a the structure of the social and physical
forms which govern human existence since the beginning of this century.
Indeed, four out of every five people on earth lived in rural areas, in
small villages or single family farms, in a world without airplanes,
automobiles, radio, television, telephones or electricity.

The changes that have occurred in the way of life, and which are far
from universal, are obviously an improvement over isolation and backwardness.
But, at the same time, we are forced to recognize the grim fact that after
a century of science and invention and of unparallelled technological progress,
the number of people who are ill-fed and ill-housed, and who, in the main,
lead a life of poverty, is larger than ever before. The dream of an ever-
increasing material progress for all is still far from coming true.

Nor can we lay this fact only to population growth, and seek solutions
based solely on the population control. Rather, one of the principal
purposes of this Conference is to make us more acutely aware of the need to
devieebetter, forms of social organization designed to cope with the explosion
in human numbers and mobility.

(more)
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The symptoms of an increasingly serious situation in human settlements
are evident in virtually-all countries. There are differences in the kinds
of problems and 'in their severity, but Tiardlyany country has escaped the
consequences of the inadequacy of past policies and programmes. The most noxious
of these symptoms are only too conspicuous: poverty and unemployment, rural
stagnation and the mass exodus from the countryside into the cities, ever-
spreading urban slums and squatter settlements, the world-wide and growing
shortage of housing, the inability of Governments'to provide basic services
of water and sanitation, the menace of air, water and land pollution, and
the crisis in municipal finances in the face of augmenting burdens.

In preparation for this Conference, the United Nations, with the help :
of other bodies of the Organization, has prepared a global review of human
settlement conditions which is a part of your Conference documentation. From
this important research, we learn these sobering facts:

-- One-third or more of the entire urban population of the developing
world lives in slums and squatter settlements.

-- A large percentage of the people of the less developed countries
have no water within 100 metres of their homes. This condition is a particular
burden on millions of women and children.

--. More than one half of all people in developing countries have no
electricity in their homes, and after the setting of the sun lack an adequate
source of light.

These statistics on the living conditions of more than one billion people
dramatically attest to our purpase here today and to the need for an additional
dimension of human solidarity.

And if such conditions exist today, what is the outlook for the future?
It was made abundantly clear at the World Population Conference in Bucharest
that the total number of people on our planet will double in the next 30 years.
We cannot, therefore, complacently look to a world where the present structure
of human settlements is doubled in kind, with twice the extension of slums
and squatter settlements, twice the loss of land from urban sprawl, twice the
confusion and frustration of urban congestion and twice the pollution of air
and water.

Surely we know, as part of the global understanding that brought us here
today, that things cannot go on as before? The patterns of human settlemnt
development that have led to our present crisis must give way to new systems
of organization, better kinds of planning, fuller use of local experience
and initiative, more harmonious and integrated social patterns, and an
enlightened sense of responsibility in resource use.

(more)
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If we look at the problem from the angle of the "basic needs of people,,
among which the need for adequate, shelter will'necessarily 'rank .high, we' .,
will discover that'there are far more .possibilities for' improvement than are
taken advantage of. It would be wrong -to look .only or mainly at the modern
construction'industries; houses are made of stone, wood, bricks, mud --
of materials of- one kind' or another — that are in easy reach in almost every
country. And'in every country there are people without work, anxious to find
a productive use for their.hands and energies. There are' rudimentary .techniques
for simple family houses and it has been proven again and again that people
will work and save and accept personal,sacrifice to build-and improve their,
homes. There are cases of "'spontaneous-,initiatives for the transformation
of city slums,'and of "the development of rural settlements where space is •
available which could be .most useful as examples-for others to follow. The : •
problems are not technical, perhaps not even political, but social and ...
organisational. ' ' ' . - - • . . . .

Of course, the construction of houses does not, by itself, create complete
and useful communities. In this there are complex'issues of land use,
servicesj infrastructure, community planning, industry a'nd' employment. In
fact, the whole process of urbanization is one of the chief dynamics of
development and modernization. So we must realize that human settlements --
including large metropolitan centres --.will continue to grow in number and
in size, particularly'as the developing countries achieve their development
goals. We should also understand that it is not the process of urbanization
which is the cause of the many problems.,in human settlements today, but the •
way in which that prpcess is allowed, to manifest itself. If human settlements
are permitted to grow haphazardly, the present severe social, economic and
environmental problems will continue. The way to avoid them is for planners
and decision-makers to anticipate the effects their decisions will have on
human settlements. In doing so, they must not forget that solutions devised
for one aspect may well have negative effects for others. ' It is good,
therefore, that the United Nations system should address itself to this
group of issues and help people to mutually -benefit from their individual
experiences. : •

This Conference will consider a-basic Declaration of Principles and a
set of recommendations for national action and international 'co-operation.
I would hope that embodied in these principles and recommendations will be
the fundamental goal to set a minimum standard for decent housing for all
people, and to promote the social changes necessary to achieve this end.

I have followed the preparations for the Habitat 'Conference over the past
two years with special interest. I have been most encouraged by the very high
level of participation at the regional preparatory conferences and in the
meetings of the Preparatory Committee, and I have been impressed by the
international response to the audio-visual programme which gives Habitat its
unique character. We are all indebted to the able Secretary-General of the
Conference, Mr. Enrique Penalosa, for his energy and his imaginative approach
to his task.

(more)
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This rapidly growing involvement is the result of the recognition by
Governments that the problems of human settlement throughout the world are
crucial, and demand urgent remedial action at national and international
levels. The main impetus for change must come at the national level.
Governments must accept the challenge laid down by the conditions that exist
today aad by the awesome demands of the future. They must assess their
needs, and bring about the mobilization of human a*d physical resources
to meet them. After this Conference, each Government must decide the priority
it will give to its human settlement problems and the urgency with which it
will undertake the search for solutions.

The world community has the responsibility to help in these efforts^
and a part of your work here will be to consider the ways and means by which
this can be achieved. But each Government must recognize that international
assistance can only serve to supplement national action. If a significant
role is expected to be played by the United Nations machinery, then the
appropriate resources to fulfill this objective must be provided, I have
no doubt that the Conference, in discussing the policy options before it,
will bear in mind the need for the institutional arrangements to^be fully
compatible with the underlying objectives for which they are designed --
in this particular case the purposes of multilateral co-operation which
Governments will set themselves to accomplish at this Conference. Once the
Conference has formulated its recommendations in this regard, I shall
indicate the technical and administrative implications to enable the General
Assembly to give them practical effect.

Your Excellencies, Distinguished Delegates. I am sure that I share with
you the hope and expectation that this Conference will succeed in creating
a new initiative for change and improvement in the quality of life for all
people, and especially for the half of mankind in most desperate need.
Habitat can and should carry a message of hope. It can be a milestone in the
creation of a more humane world system, a system mindful of our dependence
on nature, of our interdependence upon each other, and of our trusteeship
of the future.

That is your mandate. I wish you all success in your important task.

«
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DRAFT STATEMENT TO TIFE PRESS

I am very glad to be, once again, in the city of

Vancouver., particularly as it is the host city of

this most important and hopeful United Nations

conference which will open tomorrow.

HABITAT - the United Nations Conference on Human

Settlements - has been organized because the world

community recognizes that the patterns of human

settlement, which have developed over the past decades,

foreshadow a grave crisis in the near future in the

living conditions of almost half of the world's popula-

tion. Given the present rate of world population

increase, these conditions ,will worsen dramatically if

present trends are allowed to continue unabated.

The purpose of this conference is to consider a

basic Declaration of Principles and a set of recommenda-

tions for national and international action. The object

is to improve global and national planning to achieve a

more rational use of the resources of our. planet. Planners

and decision-makers in all spheres must be aware of the

effects their decisions may have on the quality of human

settlements. We must avoid solutions devised for other

problems adversely affecting our habitat and put to good

use the experience gained in other areas.
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This United Nations Conference thus represents

a major global endeavour to face and resolve the crucial

human settlements problem which affects all nations and

all societies. It is part of our joint effort to create

a new, more equitable, and more efficient international

economic and social order. I am, therefore, sure that

this conference will mark a major step forward towards

our common goal of creating a safer world and a better

environment in which we all must share.

We are profoundly grateful to the civic authorities

and citizens both of Vancouver and of British Columbia

for their most generous hospitality and for the immense

hard work which they have undertaken to make this both

an historic event as well as a memorable occasion.

Canada has always willingly given far more than its

required contribution to the United Nations. From the

beginning of this unique human venture it has provided

the services of many brilliant officials, the dedication

of many gifted citizens, the courage and devotion of

its soldiers on peacekeeping duties, and its unstinting

and compassionate aid to the afflicted and unfortunate

throughout the world. Canada has indeed an outstanding

record of international service, and I can only say that
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all who serve the United Nations understand, and are

immeasurably grateful for, the constant support of the

Canadian Government and people for our endeavours to

make practical reality out of the great aspirations laid

down in the Charter of the United Nations.

c •

t
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DRAFT STATEMENT TO THE PRESS

I am very glad to be, once again, in the city of Vancouver,

particularly as it is the host city of one of thre most important

and hopeful world conferences' initiated by the United Nations,

which will open tomorrow.

HABITAT - the United Nations Conference on Human Settlements

has been organized because the world community recognizes that

the patterns of human settlement which have developed over the

past decades may—iead-̂ feo~ a grave crisis in the near future in

the living conditions of almost half of the world's population.
Woi^ £

Given the present rate of /population increase, these conditions

will worsen dramatically if present trends are allowed to

continue unabated.

The purpose of this conference is to consider a basic

Declaration of Principles and a set of recommendations for

national and international action. The object is to improve

global and national planning to achieve a more rational use of

the resources of our planet. Planners and decision-makers in

all spheres must be aware of the effects their decisions may

have on the quality of human settlements. We must avoid

solutions devised for other problems adversely affecting our

habitat and put to good use the experience gained in other areas.

The' United Nations Conference on--Human,~S.ettJ.ements thus

represents a major global endeavour to face and resolve the crucial

settlements problem which affects all nations and all societies,
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It is part of our joint effort to create a new, more equitable,

and more efficient international economic and social order.

I am; sure that this conference will mark a major step forward
."•( r (A-V'><1 Mi ft .Ytrî  >-<?.'••-'! /--^ f, ,•> & '- 'fJ-iV /' ; j ;.' A.O » • > ' • V* ?

towards our common goal fee— ê eafee ----- -a—better, happier and safer
l*i wvhtu we (,»-«... riu

We are profoundly grateful to the civic authorities and

citizens both of Vancouver and of British Columbia for their

most generous hospitality and for the immense hard work

which they have undertaken to make this both . an historic
/ "\event as well as a /me«%— pieasaat-~a»dy memorable occasion.

Canada has always willingly given far more than its

required contribution to the United Nations. From the
fl;vo -i • p £ v)

beginning of this unique human venture it has g&p&ij&s the

services of many brilliant officials, the dedication of many

gifted citizens, the courage and devotion of its soldiers on

peacekeeping duties, and its unstinting and compassionate aid

to the afflicted and unfortunate throughout the world. Canada

has indeed an outstanding record of international service and

I can only say that all who serve the United Nations understand,
T.

and are immeasurably grateful for, the constan/a support of the

Canadian Government and people for our endeavours to make

practical reality out of the great aspirations laid down in the

Charter of the United Nations.



TOAST BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL AT LUNCHEON IN HONOUR OF

PRESIDENT SOMOZA OF NICARAGUA, Saturday, 29 May 197G

Mr. President, Mrs. Somoza, ladies and gentlemen,

It is a particular pleasure for me to be able to again

welcome you, Mr. President, and Mrs. Somoza, to the United

Nations. Not only is your country one of the founder members

of the World Organization but it has been a strong supporter

over the years. This friendship and co-operation which has

existed between us is symbolized by two old friends

Ambassador Sevilla Sacasa and Ambassador Guillermo Lang who

I am most pleased to see here today. Ambassador Sevilla Sacasa

- 2 -
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needs no further introduction, we have all come to know him very

closely over the years in his capacity as Ambassador in Washington

and Dean of the Diplomatic Corps, as well as in his position as

Permanent Representative of Nicaragua to the United Nations. In

the latter capacity he has been very ably assisted by our good

friend Ambassador Guillermo Lang. Ambassador -Sevilla Sacasa and

Ambassador Lang have both worked hard to further develop the close

ties which exist between Nicaragua and the United Nations.

Your visit here today, Mr, President, emphasizes the strength

of the attachment between Nicaragua and the United Nations and also

reflects your own personal interest and continuing support for our

work. It also enables me to personally express my thanks to you

for the contribution which your country has made to the United Nations*

since its inception just over thirty years ago.
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This support, Mr. President, is essential to our work for

the World Organization needs a firm commitment from every one

of its Member States. This is especially important as we now

encompass so many different activities which are all equally

vital to the continued peace and security of the world which

we all must share. It is precisely our universality which is

so necessary in an age where tensions have not diminished and

where a major international forum is essential if peace is to

be maintained. As such, in the years since your country

participated in founding the United Nations, we have become

recognized as a unique global forum for international dialogue,

which is why your commitment is so welcome to us.

- 4 -

This year has already seen important negotiations taking

place at the Law of the Sea Conference in New York whose work

will resume again in August, and at UNCTAD in Nairobi. Monday

will see the opening of the United Nations Conference on Human

Settlements s Habitat, in Vancouver and the middle of next month
o

will mark the commencement of the ILO Tripartite World Employment

Conference. All these events illustrate that the role of the

United Nations in seeking a global approach to the world's

economic problems, initiated by the sixth special session of the

General Assembly in 1974, is continuing. Indeed one of the fruits

of this strategy will materialize in »JUne with the establishment

of the International Fund for Agricultural Development, whose aim

is to secure a substantial increase in food and agricultural



production in developing countries as one means to tackle the

world hunger problem.

Our work in the world's troubled areas is also continuing

and is as important as ever. I, for my part, have just returned

from the Middle East heartened by the knowledge that the

United Nations peacekeeping role can continue in all its present

sectors.

I am confident, Mr. President, that the warm relationship

which has developed between Nicaragua and the United Nations

has been strengthened by your visit,here today and that our

relations will continue to be as mutually productive in the future

— 6 —

as they have been in the past. Your Excellencies, ladies and

gentlemen, I ask you to join me in a toast to our distinguished

guest, His Excellency the President of Nicaragua and Mrs. Somoza,

and through them to the people of Nicaragua.-
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20 February 197 S

Dear Mr. Mitchell,

With reference to the telephone conversation
I had with you this morn ing f I sm sending you herexi?ith
a biographical note a&<3 photo of the Secretary-general
as requested.

The Secretary-General is scheduled to return
to Hew Ifork Reset week. May we then discuss further
details of the Secretary-General's visit in dus
course over th© telephone*

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

Kurt Hemdl
Beputy Executive Assistant

Mr* George C. Mitchell
Executive Mrector
World Affairs Council of
Pittsburgh
40Q Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, Fa* 152X9

cc : Mr* Smtterlin



4 March 1976

NOTE FOR THE FILE

Subject;: Secretary-General's address to the World Affairs

Council of Pittsburgk

On 4 March 1976, I called Dr. Mitchell,

Executive Director, I explained that as a

matter of course, all plans of the Secretary-

General, though definite for the moment, were

subject to unforeseen emergency situations

which might arise any time. I told him also

that as far as we could see now, the date

arranged for the PittsburgKaddress was safe

but that problems such as the Middle East

and/or Cyprus could reap havoc with our plans.

Dr. Mitchell took note of this information

and said that if there were clouds coming up we

should blow them away. He also said jokingly

that they would take care of any problems of

the Secretary-General.

The invitationswill most probably be sent

out during the second half of April. We shall,

therefore, have to get in touch with him again

between 15 and 18 April.

cc: Mr. Sutterlin
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NOTE FOR THE FILE

Subject : Secretary-General's address to the World Affairs Council

of Pittsburgh

The World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh through its

Executive Director Dr. Mitchell has proposed the following

arrangements : Tuesday 25 May

1. Departure New York La Guardia 9.45

Arrival Pittsburgh 11.00 (Allegheny 925)

2. Press Conference 11.3O to 12.15

3. Lunch 12.15 to 13.15

4. SG's statement 13.15 to 13.45

Questions and answer (period : 13.45-14.15 (max.)

5. Departure Pittsburgh 15.25

Arrival New York La Guardia 16.28 (TWA 572)

Further details will be discussed over the telephone

if this basic outline is acceptable to the Secretary-General,

cc : Mr. Sutterlin
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NATIONALISM AND TRANSNATIONAL!SM - CONTEMPORARY REALITIES

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:

Let me first of all express my thanks for the warm and courteous

reception you have extended to me in this great city. The vigorous

industry and culture of Pittsburgh link your people and their

destiny with developing as well as developed countries. What

happens in Angola or in Jamaica or in Australia or in Japan is

not for you of purely abstract interest. Among American cities

you were perhaps the first to feel the impact of the global

pollution problem. The way you have dealt with it stands as a

model to the world. And so I have no hesitancy in speaking to

you today about the new global problems in international relations -

about the aspirations of the largest part of the world1s inhabitants

to achieve - as Pittsburgh has done - a high level of development

while preserving a social habitat congenial to health and to

cultural fulfilment.

I would like, in this connexion, to express my admiration

for the work done by the World Affairs Council in this and in

other cities in encouraging discussion and understanding of the

international issues in which your country has both great

influence and an inescapable responsibility. I am truly grateful

for the opportunity which the Pittsburgh Council has given me to

share in this process. As my particular contribution to discussion

I shall make my prepared remarks sufficiently brief to leave

ample time for questions and comments from the floor.
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I.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

If we took a poll of this audience today as to whether there

is support for the creation of a United Nations Commission to

control the maintenance of pure air standards on a global basis,

I believe the response would be favorable, especially here in

Pittsburgh. If the question were posed in such a way as to make

clear that the commission would have the power to set emission

standards and determine locations of individual factories and that

the commission would function on the basis of majority decisions,

I imagine the support would be considerably more hesitant. If we

should pose a different question as to whether the number of nuclear

warheads and delivery systems available to the United States should

be determined by a United Nations Commission for Arms Control and

Disarmament, I suspect that after a considerable pause for reflection

the response would show a negative majority. If someday you should

take such a poll, I would be highly interested in the results. But

meanwhile let me use my assumptions to illustrate in concrete terms

the meaning of my subject - the contemporary reality of nationalism

and transnationalism.

We have all come to realize by now that new global problems

face our world which are not easily susceptible - perhaps not

susceptible at all - to solution within the classical framework

of nation states. It is frequently said with such problems in

mind that we have entered an era of interdependence. This is

surely true. But it is equally true that this new era has not

replaced the era of sovereign states. In the past thirty years
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since the founding of the United Nations there has been a tripling

of the miniber of sovereign countries in the world. There are now

144 in the United Nations and the number is still growing. Each

of the new countries is as proud and jealous of its sovereignty -

sometimes achieved after long struggle - as was the United States

two hundred years ago. In the case of the older countries, the

attraction of sovereignty does not appear to have diminished

greatly with the passing of the years. It is not my purpose here

today to suggest that this is wrong, or to plead for a new move

toward world government. I doubt that such an objective would

be realistic in our present age. Moreover, I am convinced that

global well-being can be attained in ways which will permit us

to retain the diversity which gives such fascination to life on

this earth. My objective rather is to emphasize that we must

find the solutions to transnational problems essential to a

secure structure of peace and an equitable economic order within

an international system in which national concerns and aspirations

remain dominant. I would like to devote some attention today to

how this affects the United Nations.

II.

Let me deal first with nationalism, by which I do not mean the

violent aberrations of the 193Q«s, but quite simply a person's

strong identification with his country and his fellow citizens;

and the pursuit by a government of the well-being of its citizens,

joined together in a sovereign state. From the beginning the

United Nations was intended as an organization in which sovereign

states would work together as such. Supranational concepts were
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avoided. With the experience of the League of Nations in mind,

it was felt that to ensure the viability of the new world organization

there should be a greater possibility for the states with major

responsibilities for maintaining the peace to defend their own

vital political interests than was provided in the League Charter.

This consideration underlay the veto right accorded to the

Permanent Members of the Security Council.

The inviolability of thfe national sovereignty of all countries,

large or small, is most broadly protected in the Charter provision

which excludes United Nations intervention "in matters which are

essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state". The

Charter does provide for military action by the Security Council

but agreement on the make-up of the international force which

would be available for such action has not been reached. In

practice, military means are currently used by the United Nations

in so-called peace-keeping operations only with the assent of the

countries concerned in a dispute, that is, without infringement

of national sovereignty.

I have thought it important to recall these facts for two

reasons:

— First, some of the most persistent criticism of the United

Nations is aimed at the Organization's "ineffectiveness", by which

is usually meant its failure to exercise supranational authority to

settle disputes and to bring peace. I can sympathize with such

criticism because I occasionally feel myself how much simpler the

maintenance of peace would be if there were some high authority which

could, with total objectivity, decide on the merits of any dispute

and then impose a decision - with United Nations forces if necessary.
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But this would ignore the sovereignty of nation states and we are

not at that point in history. Even if the founders had been able

to create an international organization of this supranational

nature, I doubt whether it would have survived.

— The second reason to recall this background is because,

in my conviction, the future survival of the United Nations as a

dynamic instrument of international relations will depend on whether

it can provide the impulse, the environment and the machinery to

mold the national policies of perhaps ISO sovereign states into

forms of international co-operation and integration unknown to

sovereign states in the past. This will not be easy.

III.

Let me now, ladies and gentlemen, mention several transnational

issues, including at the end the transnational corporation, a

subject, I imagine, of rather special interest to some in this

audience. In speaking of transnational problems, I mean simply

those whose effect cannot be limited by national boundaries.

Each transnational problem raises the question as to whether solution

is possible within the classical framework of the sovereign nation

state or whether a global approach is required with or without an

element of supranational management. The answer determines the

nature of the role of the United Nations. I have chosen arms

control, Law of the Sea and the world economic order as illustrative

of what the United Nations role in dealing with transnational issues

has been end can be.
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Arms control and disarmament

Disarmament must be viewed in relation to the global problem

of resource utilization. Arms expenditures now amount to some

$3OO billion annually. The developing countries are hoping that

reduced arms expenditures can pave the way for wider financial

and economic co-operation in relation to other socio-economic

objectives. They are convinced - as are many in the developed

world - that the ever-increasing size of arms expenditures prejudices

the global prospects of achieving improved conditions of life and

greater international confidence. Surely we must all ponder how

long armament expenditures can continue to rise without incalculable

damage to rich and poor alike.

The transnational impact of arms control and disarmament is

thus clear. It is equally clear that defence capacity is perhaps

the most central element of national sovereignty. For this

reason disarmament and arms control have been dealt with largely

within the framework of the classical relationship between nation

states. Solutions are sought within the limits of national

concerns. Under the Non-Proliferation Treaty, the International

Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna has been given certain supranational

..̂ authority to conduct inspections of nuclear installations in

n̂on-nuclear weapons states.

Under these circumstances, the United Nations provides in

the General Assembly and its committees bodies in which the views

proposals of all members of -the world community can be publicly
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put forward and in which consensus on objectives can be developed.

There are, at present, questions raised among Member States as to

whether this role is enough. An ad hoc committee was established

by the last General Assembly to carry out a basic review of the

United Nations role in disarmament. I believe that in doing this

it is necessary, realisitcally, to recognize that disarmament and

arms control constitute a transnational issue in which the national

factor will continue to be dominant as long as distrust among

nations persists. The United Nations as an organization will not

replace the nation states in making policy decisions. Having said

this, I believe that the contribution of the United Nations to

disarmament prospects can and should be larger. Further measures

of international dimension are needed if the United Nations is to

be not only a forum but also a central mechanism in the arms

control process. Even now, Member States can contribute to and

profit from the capacity of the United Nations to provide objective

information and non-national expertise in support of the negotiating

process more than they have done in the past.

I am deeply convinced that there is a broad consensus among

the world1s population for the gradual transfer of significant

resources now devoted to arms to productive fields such as food,

environment and education. Ultimately it is up to us as individuals,

as nations and as members of the world organization to translate

air concern into the shaping of national policies and into providing

stimulation and every possible assistance in the arduous process

of confidence building and negotiations among the nation states.
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Law of the sea

The present efforts of the World Community to agree on a Law

of the sea illustrate another aspect of the national and the

transnational in our present world.• The sea covers seventy per cent

of the world's surface. It is the last terrestrial frontier. A

good many countries have announced their intention to extend the

national jurisdiction in different ways outwards to 2OO nautical

miles, which is hardly surprising given the decreasing supply of

food and commodities. This, in some people's minds, is a nationalistic

approach to the sea. On the other hand, the General Assembly, in

197O, resolved that beyond the limits of national jurisdiction the

sea-bed and its resources are the common heritage of mankind, to

be utilized for the benefit of all countries regardless of their

geographic location. It is clear we cannot expect the legal

regime to govern the seas to correct the geographic and physical

imbalances which exist in the world in terms of resources, but there

is an opportunity to move further in the direction of equity. We

badly need a comprehensive law governing the ocean1s utilization

including some form of international authority to ensure that the

exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed is done for the benefit

of all mankind and to distribute the benefits in the area beyond

national jurisdiction which is to be designated an international

zone.

The law of the sea is an issue on which governments have chosen,

starting in 1958, to use the United Nations as both the principal

fcrum and as a dynamic instrument in seeking a global agreement. The
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present Law of the Sea Conference began its substantive work in

1974 and has become the longest and largest Conference in United

Nations history. It is seeking, in effect, to devise an over-all

regime for the sea which will encompass both national and international

management and ensure that access by all to the resources of the

sea is equitable. It must include a system for the judicial or

other peaceful settlement of disputes which are bound to arise.

The recent session of the Law of the Sea Conference made

progress but disagreements on some crucial issues have not found a

final solution. It is my strong conviction that the Conference is

a most important opportunity and challenge to the community of

nations to concert and adjust their national thinking so that global

objectives can be met. Agreement is essential before purely

national approaches irrevocably condition the future. Without a

system of equitable and productive management, conflict will become

the price of the sea1s resources and none will profit.

The world economy and transnational corporations

Like the sea, the world economic picture today is a mixture

of national aspirations and global requirements. The sorting out

process is recent, but well begun.

At the core of the movement toward a new economic order is
o

the demand of the developing countries "to recover and control

their natural resources and wealth, and the means of economic

development". This reflects a long-standing and fundamental

aspiration to extend the notion of sovereignty from the political

to the economic sphere. Paradoxically, it is this heightened
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insistence on economic sovereignty which has highlighted the

interdependent nature of the world's economy and made broad

global solutions more necessary than ever before. These solutions

are needed particularly in the field of resources since developing

countries cannot move forward very rapidly unless their resources

can be converted on acceptable terms into the technology and

capital equipment which only the developed world can supply.

Quite obviously, the developed world depends on these resources

for its own prosperity. Each wishes to avoid vulnerability to

arbitrary decisions on the part of the other. This kind of

assurance, sought in such disparate forms aa international commodity

arrangements, tariff schedules and technology banks, will be at

the center of international economic negotiations for some time

to come.

A particular problem in achieving an equitable world economic

order is the circumstance that a number of developing countries

have only limited natural resources. They are understandably

convinced that they should have greater benefit from the world's

resources than is available to them from geography. The only threats

which these countries pose are misery and instability which we must

increasingly recognize as cruel and superfluous dangers to world

society. At the present time, seventy per cent of the world's people

receive only thirty percent of the world's income. Some redress

of this balance should be seen as desirable not only in terms of

idealism but also in the pragmatic terms of the kind of global

condition we wish the next generation to inherit. I find that

there is a greater disposition now to look at the economic
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relationship between the developed and developing world in a long-

term perspective, to assess the "trade-offs" between immediate

concessions by some in the light of future benefits for all. I

believe that inherent in a new economic order is an interdependent

economy that generates absolute gains for everybody. For the rich

and developed countries this may mean a temporary cost through

changes in the terms of trade, in the prices of commodities, in

the provision of development assistance and in the circumstances

of corporate activities. This cost must, I believe, be weighed

against the value of a world order in which all countries - poor as

well as rich, new as well as old - feel a genuine stake.

It is certainly worthy of note that amidst so much talk of

interdependence and transnationalism, a major new transnational

institution of our time - the transnational corporation - should

be presently the subject of severe international criticism. You

know, I am sure, that many developing countries feel the operating

methods of transnational corporations have in some cases infringed

their economic sovereignty to the jeopardy of national economic

and technological development.

It is evident that the leadership of the transnational

corporations were among the first to recognize that technological

advances in communication and transportation were opening enormous

possibilities to overcome inhibiting effects of national

boundaries on world trade. In some circles it has been suggested

that such advances are making the nation state an anachronism. I

am inclined to thing this is premature at the very least. To
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the extent that transnational corporations are perceived as

infringing national sovereignty without control by the nation states

concerned, these nation states are likely to be suspicious and

resentful and to seek means of resistance. Here again is the

national element in our transnational world. None of us would deny

the legitimacy of a country1s interest in ensuring that its resources,

whether they be natural or human, contribute first and in fair

measure to that country1s development and the well-being of its

people. Yet few now would deny that in many fields transnational

handling of these resources can enhance their value and make

their utilization of broader benefit.

Let me report to you now precisely what is being done within

the United Nations framework on the subject to bring the national

and transnational into harmony. Responding to the concerns

particularly of developing countries the Economic and Social

Council set up in 1974 a Commission on Transnational Corporations

with an executive body known as the Centre on Transnational

Corporations. Forty-eight countries, including the United States,

are members of the Commission. The Commission has decided to

concentrate its attention during the next few years on the

following subjects: a code of conduct to govern the activities

of transnational corporations; a research and information system

to further understanding of the nature and effects of the activities

of transnational; technical co-operation programmes to strengthen

the negotiating capacities of developing countries in their dealings

with transnational corporations; and finally on a more precise
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definition of the term "transnational corporation". The Commission

has received a United States proposal to develop ways and means

to prevent corrupt practices on the part of transnational corporations,

This has been referred to the Economic and Social Council with

the recommendation that the Commission be authorized to include the

proposal in its work programme.

The proposed code of conduct will receive the highest priority.

A working group is expected to devote two years to its drafting.

Delegations to the Commission have agreed that the code should

be effective; but there is as yet no agreement on whether it

should be binding or voluntary or whether it should apply only

to transnational corporations or also to governments.

Clearly a difficult task lies ahead. Yet it is of real

importance that a body in the form of the Commission now exists in

which most aspects of the relationship between transnational

corporations and governments can be examined in the light of

greater understanding of the requirements of the corporations

and the needs and objectives of the nation states. Through

such a broad and continuing examination valid conclusions may

emerge as to the conditions under which transnational corporations

can best fulfill their promise as important and innovative

instruments of global prosperity and global development. It is,

I believe, appropriate that the United Nations provides the

forum and the machinery for this examination and while I would

not expect the going always to be easy, there has been a notable

and successful effort so far to avoid confrontation and to make

progress on the basis of consensus.
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IV.

Adlai Stevenson once said that common enterprise is "the

heartbeat of a working peace". The world has never before offered

the prospect of such common good from common enterprise as now.

I have said that nationalism and the nation state characterize

our time. But it is increasingly recognized - logic demands it -

that national interests will not be met unless they are brought

into harmony with the transnational requirements of interdependence.

In meeting through common endeavour, these transnational requirements -

a new economic order, a law for the sea, a food bank for humanity -

we will at the same time be reducing the causes of discontent and

rivalry among nations and thus enhancing the prospect of peace.

The technological capacity now exists to gain enormous benefit for

all mankind from the earth1s riches and at the same time to

preserve the earth as a hospitable habitat. The relationship

among the major powers, while not devoid of distrust and competition,

is sufficiently stable to permit transnational problems to be dealt

with in a less polarized manner than would have been the case some

years ago. And it has been shown during and since the seventh

special session of the General Assembly that the North and the

South, the developed and developing can communicate with each other

and recognize a joint stake in co-operation.

Yet, despite these favourable auguries, success is far from

sure. In the case of the law of the sea, for example, a great

opportunity remains open but not yet taken. That the bridge to
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success is three-quarters finished will have no meaning unless

the final span is put in place. It is a time for maximum effort

on this as on other subjects I have discussed lest the present

relatively favourable circumstances change before success is

achieved.

I have tried to show what the role of the United Nations is

and can be in weaving the national and the transnational into a

harmonious pattern. The international community has shown that

it does not consider that this can be achieved on the basis of

ad hoc decisions and planning. Global designs and rules are

being developed which will require a monitoring of performance

within the framework of the United Nations system. It is

essential that the United Nations be structured as efficiently

as possible to meet this task. With this in mind, an examination

of a possible restructuring of the economic and social sectors

of the United Nations system is currently under way. There is a

concurrent need for Member States to reexamine their approach to

the United Nations to see if in their policy formulation and

implementation and in their long-range planning they are taking

adequate account of the United Nations' potential.

I believe the heartbeat of the "working peace" of which
o

Governor Stevenson spoke can now be faintly heard despite the

conflicts and threats of conflict which persist. If common

endeavour will make this heartbeat stronger, then surely maximum

advantage should be taken of one common institution which most
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men and governments share. If the United Nations can help the

peoples and governments to understand that a working peace is

within their reach, then surely this Organization which was born

from war and has survived and grown amidst turmoil, will have

rendered a most precious service to mankind.
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Nationalism and Transnationalism

Contemporary Realities

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:

Let me first of all express my thanks for the warm and courteous

reception you have extended to me in this great city. The vigorous

industry and culture of Pittsburgh link your people and their

destiny with developing as well as developed countries. What

happens in Angola or in Jamaica or in Australia or in Japan is

not for you of purely abstract interest. Among American cities
-T

you were perhaps the first to feel the impact of the global

pollution problem. The way you have dealt with it stands as a

model to the world. And so I have no hesitancy in speaking to

you today about the new global problems in international relations —

about the aspirations of the largest part of the world's inhabitants

to achieve — as Pittsburgh has done — a high level of development

while preserving a social habitat cong'enial to health and to

cultural fulfilment.

I would like, in this connection, to express my admiration

for the work done by the World Affairs Council in this and in

other cities in encouraging discussion and understanding of the

international issues concerning which your country has such great

influence and an inescapable responsibility. I am truly grateful

for the opportunity which the Pittsburgh Council has given me to

share in this process. As my particular contribution to discussion

I shall make my prepared remarks sufficiently brief to leave ample

time for questions and comments from the floor.
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Ladies and Gentlemen,

If we took a poll of this audience today as to whether there

is support for the creation of a United Nations Commission to

control the maintenance of pure air standards <on a global basis,

I believe the response would be favorable, especially here in

Pittsburgh. If the question were posed in suc-h a way as to make

clear that the commission would have the power- to set emission

standards and determine locations of individual factories and that

the commission would function on the basis of majority decisions,

I imagine the support would be considerably more hesitant. If we

should pose a different question as to whether: "the number of nuclear

warheads and delivery systems available to the Plaited States should

be determined by a United Nations Commission fisr Arms Control and

Disarmament, I suspect that after a considerable pause for reflection

the response would show a negative majority. J.£ someday you should

take such a poll, I would be highly interested in the results. But

meanwhile let me use my assumptions to illustrate in concrete terms

the meaning of my subject - the contemporary reality of nationalism

and transnationalism.

We have all come to realize by now that nesr global problems

face our world which are not easily susceptible - perhaps not

susceptible at all - to solution within the classical framework

of nation states. It is frequently said with such problems in

mind that we have entered an era of interdependence. This is
t

surely true. But it is equally true that thisi new era has not

replaced the era of sovereign states. In the past: thirty years
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since the founding of the United Nations there has been a tripling

of the number of sovereign countries in the world. There are now

144 in the United Nations and the number is still growing. Each

of the new countries is as proud and jealous of its sovereignty -

sometimes achieved after long struggle - as was the United States

two hundred years ago. In the case of the older countries, the

attraction of sovereignty does not appear to have diminished

greatly with the passing of the years. It is not my purpose here

today to suggest that this is wrong, or to plea for a new move

toward world government. I doubt that such an objective would

be realistic in our present age. Moreover, I am convinced that

global well-being can be attained in ways which will permit us

to retain the diversity which gives such'-fascination to life on

this earth. My objective rather is to emphasize that we must

find the solutions to transnational problems essential to a

secure structure of peace and an equitable economic order within

an international system in which national concerns and aspirations

remain dominant. I would like to devote some attention today to

how this affects the United Nations.

II.

Let me deal first with nationalism, by which I do not mean the

violent aberrations of the 193O's, but quite simply a person's

strong identification with his country and his fellow citizens;

and the pursuit by a government of the well-being of its citizens,

joined together in a sovereign state. From the "beginning the

United Nations was intended as an organization in which sovereign

states would work together as such. Supranational concepts were
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avoided, not least "because their introduction could have jeopardized

American adherence to the Charter. With the experience of the

League of Nations in mind, it was felt that to ensure the

viability of the new world organization there should be a

greater possibility for the states with major responsibilities

for maintaining the peace to defend their own vital political

interests than was provided in the League Charter. This consid-

eration underlay the veto right accorded to the Permanent Members

of the Security Council.

The inviolability of the national sovereignty of all countries,

large or small, is most broadly protected in the Charter provision

which excludes United Nations intervention "in matters which are

essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state." The

Charter does provide for military action by the Security Council

but agreement on the make-up of the international force which

would be available for such action has not been reached. In

practice military force is currently used by the United Nations

only with the assent of the countries concerned in a dispute,

that is, without infringement of national sovereignty.

I have thought it important to recall these facts for two

reasons:

— First, some of the most persistent criticism of the United

Nations is aimed at the Organization's "ineffectiveness", by which

is usually,meant its failure to exercise supranational authority to

settle disputes and to bring peace. I can sympathize with such

criticism becarse I occasionally feel myself how much simpler the

maintenance of peace would be if there were some high authority which

could, with total objectivity, decide on the merits of any dispute

and then impose a decision — with United Nations forces if necessary.
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But this would ignore the sovereignty of nation states and we are

not at that point in history. If the founders had created an

international organization of this supranational nature, I doubt

whether it would have survived.

— The second reason to recall this background is because,

in my conviction, the future survivability of the United Nations

as a dynamic instrument of international relations will depend

on whether it can provide the impulse, the environment and the

machinery to mold the national policies of perhaps ISO sovereign

states into forms of international co-operation and integration

unknown to sovereign states in the past. This will not be easy.

v

III.

Let me now, ladies and gentlemen, deal somewhat more specifically

with several transnational issues, including at the end the trans-

national corporation, a subject I imagine of rather special

interest to some in this audience. In speaking of transnational

problems, I mean simply those whose effect cannot be limited by

national boundaries. Each transnational problem raises the question

as to whether solution is possible within the classical framework

of the sovereign nation state or whether a global approach is

required with or without an element of supranational management.

The answer determines the nature of the role of the United Nations.
/

I have chosen arms control, Law of the Sea and the world economic

order as illustrative of what the United Nations role in dealing

with transnational issues has been and can be.
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Arms Control and Disarmament

Nuclear explosions in the atmosphere epitomized more dramatically

than any other development the global effect which national action

can have in a nuclear age. Alteration of the environment for

military purposes could, if uncontrolled, entail global effects

of comparable dimensions. Disarmament must also be viewed in

relation to the global problem of resource utilization. Arms

expenditures now amount to $300 billion annually. The developing

countries are hoping that reduced arms expenditures can pave the

way for wider financial and economic cooperation in relation to

other socio-economic objectives. They are convinced - as are many

in the developed world - that the ever-increasing size of arms

expenditures prejudices the global prospects of achieving

improved conditions of life and greater international confidence.

Surely we must all ponder how long armament expenditures can

continue to rise without incalculable damage to rich and poor

alike.

Thus the transnational impact of arms control and disarmament

is clear. It is equally clear that defense capacity is perhaps

the most central element of national sovereignty. For th-.s

reason disarmament and arms control have been dealt with largely

within the framework of the classical relationship between nation

states. Solutions are sought within the limits of national concerns.

Under the Non-Proliferation Treaty, the International Atomic Energy

Agency in Vienna has been given certain supranational authority to

conduct inspections of nuclear installations in non-nuclear weapons

states. But no global agency has been established, or is likely

to be in the foreseeable future, to allocate anas or research
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quotas to countries or groups of countries. The major countries

have seen the United Nations more as a forum than a fulcrum in

the arms control process.

Under these circumstances, the United nations provides in

the General Assembly and its committees bodies in which the views

and proposals of all members of the world community can be publicly

put forward and in which consensus on objectives can be developed.

Twenty-five resolutions on various aspects of disarmament were

accepted with large majorities by the last General Assembly

alone. The United Nations Secretariat provides expert staff

support for the disarmament debates and for disarmament conferences

such as the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament now in

session in Geneva. Finally, the Secretary-General keeps before

the international community the pa rticular imperatives - as he

sees them - in the disarmament field."

There are persistent questions among Member States as to

whether this is enough; whether resolutions — even twenty-five

of them — have much meani.ig if they result in no evident or

immediate action - as is frequently the case. An ad hoc committee

was established by the last General Assembly to carry out a basic

review of the United Nations role in disarmament. I believe that

in doing this it is necessary realistically to recognize that

disarmament and arms control constitute a transnational issue

in which the national factor will continue to be dominant as

long as distrust among nations persists. The United Nations

as an organization will not replace the nation states in making

policy decisions. Having said this, I believe that the contri-

bution of the United Nations to disarmament prospects can and
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should be larger. First and foremost there is the requirement of

building mutual confidence which depends on issues as diverse as

most-favored-nation treatment and ideological perceptions. If

the United Nations can constitute the instrument for better

understanding and cooperation among Member States on such questions,

the effect will be felt in the disarmament process. Beyond that,

Member States can contribute to and profit from the capacity of

the United Nations to provide objective, non-national expertise

in support of the negotiating process more than they have done in

the past. The last General Assembly authorized an increase in the

staff of the Disarmament Division of the Secretariat with this in

mind. The United Nations, as the only truly global organization,

can increasingly ensure that there is adequate transfer of relevant

economic and political considerations between other fields and

disarmament, for example studies of the relationship between

regional economic development and regional arms expenditures.

I am deeply convinced that there is a broad consensus among

the world's population for the gradual transfer of significant

resources now devoted to arms to productive fields such as food,

environment and education. Ultimately it is up to us as individuals,

as nations and as members of the world organization to translate

our concern into the shaping of national policies and into providing

stimulation and every possible assistance in the arduous process of
.«

confidence building and negotiations among the nation states.

Law of the Sea

The present efforts of the World Community to agree on a Lav/

of the Sea illustrate another aspect of the national and the
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transnational in our present world. The sea covers 70% of the

world»s surface. It is the last earthly frontier. A good many

countries, including the United States, have announced their

intention to extend the territorial limit from three to twelve

miles and to establish an economic zone extending outwards 20O

miles, which is hardly surprising given the decreasing supply of

food and commodities. This is clearly a nationalist approach to

the sea. On the other hand, the General Assembly in 197O

unanimously resolved that beyond the continental shelf the sea-

bed and its resources are the common heritage of mankind, to be

utilized for the benefit of all countries regardless of their

geographic location. It is clear that a regime of maximum

national sovereignty will do little to correct the geographic

and physical imbalances which exist in the world in terms of

resources or to provide even minimum equity in sharing those

of the sea. If this is to be accomplished there must be a

comprehensive Law governing the ocean's utilization including

some form of supranational agency to allocate mining rights and

to distribute the profits in whatever area of the sea-beds is

designated an international zone.

The Law of the Sea is an issue on which governments have

chosen to use the United Nations as both the principal forum

and as a dynamic instrument in seeking a global agreement. The

United Nations organized the first Conference to deal with the

sea in 1958. Four conventions were adopted at that time dealing

with the territorial seas and the contiguous zone, the high seas,

fishing and the conservation of the living resources of the high

seas and on the continental shelf. But the Conference failed to
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decide on the breadth of the territorial sea and fishing zones.

A second Conference held in 1960 ran into the same difficulty.

Meanwhile new factors arose. Techniques for drilling and

exploitation at great depths were developed? national attitudes

changed; and new nations emerged with points of view which must

"be taken into account. The present Law of the Sea Conference

began its substantive work in 1974 and has become the longest

Conference in United Nations history. It is seeking, in effect,

to devise a total regime for the sea which will encompass both

national and supranational management and ensure that access by

all to the resources of the sea is equitable. It must include

an organ for the judicial settlement of disputes which are bound

to arise.

The recent session of the Law of the Sea Conference made

impressive progress but disagreements, especially on supranational

management of the sea-beds, remain. (This section will be revised

after completion of the Session). It is my strong conviction that

the Conference is a most important opportunity and challenge to

the community of nations to move beyond the limits of nationalist

thinking so that global objectives can be met. Agreement is

essential in the short period of grace now left before national

approaches irrevocably condition the future. Without a system

of equitable and productive management conflict will become the
t

price of the sea's resources and none will profit.

The World Economy and Transnational Corporations

Like the sea, the world economic picture today is a mixture

of national aspirations and global requirements. The sorting out
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process is recent, but well begun. Speaking in this same forum

last year Secretary Kissinger said: "Americans have learned,

several times in this century, that their own security and

global peace, their own prosperity and the global economy are

inextricably mixed... The interdependence of all our economies -

consumer and producer, industrial and developing - emphasize the

necessity of co-operative solutions." I believe that after a

good bit of rhetoric the world is at the stage of developing

such co-operative solutions which can transform the objective

of a new economic order into a reality.

At the core of the movement toward a new economic order is

the demand of the developing countries "to recover and control

their natural resources and wealth, and "the means of economic

development." Article 2 of the Charter on Economic Rights and

Duties of States declares that "Every -state lias and shall freely

exercise full permanent sovereignty including possession, use

and disposal, over all its wealth, natural resources and economic

activities." This reflects a long-standing- and fundamental

aspiration to extend the notion of sovereignty from the political

to the economic sphere. Paradoxically it is this heightened

insistence on economic sovereignty which has highlighted the

interdependent nature of the world's economy and made broad

global solutions more necessary than ever before. These solutions

are needed'particularly in the field of resources since developing

countries cannot move forward very rapidly unless their resources

can be converted on acceptable terms into tlie technology arid

capital equipment which only the developed world can supply.

Quite obviously the developed world depends 02* these resources
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for its own prosperity. Each wishes to avoid vulnerability to

arbitrary decisions on the part of the other. This kind of

assurance, sought in such disparate forms as international commodity

agreements, tariff schedules and technology banks will be at the

center of international economic negotiations for some time to

come.

A particular problem in achieving an equitable world economic

order is the circumstance that a number of developing countries

have only limited natural resources. They are understandably

convinced that they should have greater benefit from the world's

resources than is available to them from* geography. The threat

which these countries pose is not boycott air cartel but misery

and instability which we must increasingly recognize as cruel

and superfluous dangers to world society. ZL-fc the present time

seventy percent of the world's people-receive only thirty percent

of the world's income. Some redress of this balance should be

seen as desirable not only in terms of ideaULsm but also in the

pragmatic terms of the kind of global condition we wish the next

generation to inherit. I find that there is- a greater disposition

now to look at the economic relationship between the developed

and developing world in a long-term perspective;, to assess the

"trade-offs" between immediate concessions Is*? some in the light

of future benefits for all. I believe that iztfeerent in a new

economic crder is an interdependent economy t3sat generates

absolute gains for everybody. For the rich smS developed countries

this may mean a temporary cost through changes in the terms' of

trade, in the prices of commodities, in the provision of

development assistance and in the circumstances of corporate
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activities. This cost must, I believe, be v/eighed against the

value of a world order in which all countries — poor as well

as rich, new as well as old — feel a genuine stake.

It is certainly worthy of note that amidst so much talk of

interdependence and transnationalism, a major new transnational

institution of our time - the transnational corporation - should

be presently the subject of severe international criticism. You

know, I am sure, that many developing countries feel the operating

methods of transnational corporations have:in some cases infringed

their economic sovereignty to the jeopardy of national economic

and technological development.

It is evident that the leadership of the transnational

corporations were among the first to recognize that technological

advances in communication and transportation were opening

enormous possibilities to overcome inhibitive effects of national

boundaries on world trade. In some circles it has been suggested

that such advances are making the nation state an anachronism.

I am inclined to think this is premature at the very least. To

the extend that transnational corporations are perceived as

infringing national sovereignty without control by the nation

states conc3rned, these nation states are likely to be suspicious

and resentful and to seek means of resistance. The Charter on

the Economic Rights and Duties of States declares that each state

has the right "to regulate and supervise the activities of trans-

national corporations within its national jurisdiction and take

measures to ensure that such activities comply with its laws,

rules and regulations and conform with its economic and social

policies." Here again is the national element in our transnational

world. None of us would deny the legitimacy of a country's
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interest in ensuring that its resources, whether they be natural

or human, contribute first and in fair measure to that country's

development and the well-being of its people. Yet few now would

deny that in many fields transnational handling of these resources

can enhance their value and make their utilization of broader benefit.

Let me report to you now precisely what is being done within

the United Nations framework on the subject to bring the national

and transnational into harmony. Responding to the concerns

particularly of developing countries the Economic and Social

Council set up in 1974 a Commission on Transnational Corporations

-with an executive body known as the Centre on Transnational

Corporations. Forty-eight countries, including the United States,

are members of the Commission. The Commission has decided to

concentrate its attention during the next few years on the

following subjects: a code of conduct to govern the activities

of transnational corporations; a research and information system

to further understanding of the nature and effects of the

activities of transnationals; technical co-operation programmes

to strengthen the negotiating capacities of developing countries

in their dealings with transnational corporations; and finally

on a more precise definition of the term "transnational corporation".

The Commission has received a United States proposal to develop

ways and means to prevent corrupt practices on the part of
/

transnational corporations. This has been referred to the

Economic and Social Council with the recommendation that the

Commission be authorized to include the proposal in its work

programme.
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The proposed code of conduct will receive the highest priority.

A working group is expected to devote two years to its drafting.

Delegations to the Commission have agreed that the code should

be effective; but there is as yet no agreement on whether it

should be "binding or voluntary or whether it should apply only

to transnational corporations or also to governments.

Clearly a difficult task lies ahead. Yet it is of real

importance that a body in the form of the Commission now exists

in which most aspects of the relationship between transnational

corporations and governments can be examined in the light of

greater understanding of the requirements of the corporations

and the needs and objectives of the nation states. Through

such a broad and continuing examination valid conclusions may

emerge as to the conditions under which transnational corporations

can best fulfill their promise as important and innovative

instruments of global prosperity and global development. It is,

I believe, appropriate that the United Nations provides the

forum and the machinery for this examination and while I would

n'ot expect the going always to be easy, there has been a notable

and successful effort so far to avoid confrontation and to make

progress on the basis of consensus.

IV.

Adlai Stevenson once said that common enterprise is "the

heartbeat of a working peace". The world has never before 'offered

the prospect of such common good from common enterprise as now.

I have said that nationalism and the nation state characterize
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our time. But it is increasingly recognized - logic demands it -

that national interests will not be met unless they are brought

into harmony with the transnational requirements of interdependence,

In meeting through common endeavor these transnational requirements

a new economic order, a law for the sea, a food bank for humanity -

we will at the same time be reducing the causes of discontent and

rivalry among nations and thus enhance the prospect of peace. The

technological capacity now exists to gain enormous benefit for

all mankind from the earth's riches and at the same time to

preserve the earth as a hospitable habitat. The relationship

among the major powers, while not devoid of distrust and

competition, is sufficiently stable to permit transnational

problems to be dealt with in a less polarized manner than would

have been the case some years ago. And it has been shown during

and since the Seventh Special Session" of the General Assembly

that the North and the South, the developed and developing can

communicate with each other and recognize a joint stake in

co-operation.

Yet, despite these favorable auguries success is far from

sure. In the case of the Law of the Sea, for example, a great

opportunity remains open but not yet taken. That the bridge to

success is three-quarters finished will have no meaning unless

the final span is put in place. It is a time for maximum
f

effort on this as on the other subjects I have discussed lest

the present relatively favorable circumstances change before

success is achieved.
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I have tried to show what the role of the United Nations is

and can be in weaving the national and the transnational into a

harmonious pattern. The international community has shown that

it does not consider that this can be achieved on the basis of

ad hoc decisions and planning. Global designs and rules are

being developed which will require a monitoring of performance

within the framework of the United Nations system. It is

essential that the United Nations be structured as efficiently

as possible to meet this task. With this in siind, an examination

of a possible restructuring of the economic and social sectors

of the United Nations system is currently under way. There is

a concurrent need for Member States to reexaislne their approach

to the United Nations to see if in their policy formulation

and implementation and in their long-range planning they are

taking adequate account of the United Nation*s potential. I

believe that national governments can develop better techniques

for utilizing and simultaneously strengthening the organization

as an instrument of peace, development and the equity on which

both depend. Perhaps universities and research institutes

could also usefully devote more attention to how governments

use or should use the United Nations while the United Nations

as an organization considers suggestions made by a group of

international scholars and experts on its organization.

I say this because I believe the heartbeat of the "working

peace" of which Governor Stevenson spoke can now be faintly

heard despite the conflicts and threats of conflict which

persist. If common endeavor will make this heartbeat stronger

then surely maximum advantage should be taken of one common
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institution which most men and governments slaare. If the United

Nations can help the peoples and governments to unaerstand that

a working peace is within their reach, then surely this Organization

which was born from war and has survived and grown amidst turmoil,

will have rendered a most precious service to mankind.



Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is a distinct privilege and pleasure to be invited to address

this distinguished audience.

, . : •—~

The vigorous industry and culture of Pittsburgh link

your people and their destiny with developing, as well

as developed, countries. What happens in Africa or in

a • • / <

>•
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Latin America, in Australia or in Japan is not for you

of purely abstract interest. Among American cities,

you were perhaps the first to feel the impact of the

global pollution problem. The way you have dealt with

it stands as a model to the world. And so I have no

hesitancy in speaking to you today about the new global

problems in international relations — about the

aspirations of the largest part of the world's

inhabitants to achieve fr as Pittsburgh has done —
*> ,•

a high level of development while preserving a social

habitat congenial to health and to cultural fulfillment.

I would like, in this connexion, to express my

admiration for the work done by the World Affairs Council

in this and in other cities in encouraging discussion and

understanding of the international issues in which your



country has both great influence and an inescapable

responsibility. I am truly grateful for the opportunity

•which the Pittsburgh Council has given me to share in

this process.

If we took a poll •̂ Athl̂ ĝ â t̂ ggaQe today as to

whether -fefeg»as8aAa.b 1,1 Li[JTO5sfeaâ eg»̂ liAS---c«>Gp-te35̂ Ê g= a United
.̂̂ Af î ô arac

Nations Commission nto control the maintenance of pure

air standards on a global basis, I believe the response

would be favourable, especially here in Pittsburgh.

, CA/_ , the question were posed in such a way as to make

clear that the commission would have the power to set

emission standards and determine locations of individual

factories fan A tKa^-fefepcasCT??^ I -j^q-^inh-gH^—

- ĵ ggj'ffi ^ mftjrrlilt-in d°r-"HH-nrrffT I imagine the support would

be considerably more hesitant. If we should pose a different

question as to whether the number of nuclear warheads and

delivery systems available to the United States should be

determined by a United Nations Commission for Arms Control
o

and Disarmament, I suspect that the response would show

a negative majority. / TP̂ r̂ r̂>ŷ rQ™-sî tT*iî T̂̂ iT̂ ^ i}
-7

interested in the
I ! ̂^C f\ Ji \M^Jet me use typf- assumptions to illustrate in concrete terms

6<̂
the meaning of *2£/\subject—the contemporary reality of

nationalism and transnationalism.



We have all come to realize by now that new global
-mL

problems face TEST world which are not easily susceptible —
^

riot susceptible at all — to .solution within the

classical framework of nation- states. It is frequently

said that we have altered an era of interdependence.

This is surely true. But it is equally true that this

new era has not replaced the era of sovereign states.

In the past thirty years s/nce the founding of the

United Nations thejee-4%o«~b€«Tp̂ rii*ttf±p±iwgTCTf the Dumber
/trft-> ̂Vĵ asoŜ  /•

of sovereign countries in the world^l There are now 144

in the United Nations .and the number is still growing.

Each- of the new countries is as proud and jealous of its

was the United States two hundred years ago. ,. In the

case of the older countries, the attraction of sovereignty

does not appear to have diminished greatly with the

passing of the yearSy-Ljit is not my purpose BŜ ^̂ ^̂ y to

suggest that this is wrong, or to plead for a -ŝ Sp move

toward world government. I doubt that such an objective

would be realistic in our present age. Moreover, I am

©nvinced that global well-being can be attained in ways

which will permit us to retain the diversity which gives

such fascination to life on this earth. My objective,
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rather, is to emphasize that we must find the solutions

to transnational problems essential to a secure structure

of peace and an equitable economic order within an

international system in which national concerns a
.

asj3ir,ations_ane-Jbg>:en duly__into account. '^l—wo-«%d like

to devote^gom^ M̂-Ĥ nHo" frnriay~faff> how this affects the

United Nations.

"" &

F

Let me deal first with nationalism,

the violent aberrations of the 1930's, but |

quite simply,̂  person's strong identification with his

country and his fellow citizens? and the pursuit by a

government of the well-being of its citizens, joined

together in a sovereign state. From the beginning, the

United Nations was intended as an organization in which

sovereign states would work together as such. Supranational

concepts were avoided. With the ê ŝ fe»€te=.of the League
I

of Nations in mind, it was felt that to ensure the viability ]

of the new world organization, there should be a greater possibility ,

for the states with major responsibilities for maintaining

the peace to defend their own vital political interests

than was provided in the League Charter.
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The inviolability of the national sovereignty

of all countries, large or small, is most broadly^

protected in the Charter provision which 'e«eiedes United

Nations intervention "in matters which are essentially

within the domestic jurisdiction of any state".

Although the Charter provides that the Security Council

may in certain circumstances take military action to

deal with acts of aggression, this part of the Charter

has not, in fact, proved applicable to the realities

of the present world situation. Instead, the technique^

of peace-keeping where military means are used with the

of parties to a dispute, that is, without any
/

infringement of national sovereignty, has been developed

as a most useful alternative method of using military

personnel for peace. The enforcement method envisaged

in the Charter has not been practical because situations

have not arisen, and are not lively to arise, in which a

unanimous agreement of the permanent members of the

Council on enforcement action could be reached.

<~Ĵ fea5£©--th««gî J<at I important to recall these facts

for two reasons:

— First, some of the most persistent criticism of

the United Nations is aimed at the Organization1 s -4,

„ •
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"ineffectiveness", by which is usually meant its failure

to exercise supranational authority to settle disputes

and to bring peace; , Obviously, the maintenance of

peace would, in one way, .be much simpler if there yr®&«

some high authority which could, with total objectivity,

decide on the merits of any dispute and then impose a

decision. But, as we all know, such a simple

solution to our problems is far removed from the

realities of international politics. EverOif-Ĵ ie founders
f - _ l - — — ~ - f "*"—̂ -̂ ^ *

had been a*ble to crea/6fe an international organization of/

this supranational nature, I doubt whether/ it woulcttiave

survived.
;;

— The second reason to recall this background is

because, in my conviction, the future survival of the

United Nations as a dynamic instrument of international

relations will depend on whether it can provide the

impulse, the environment and the machinery to mold the

national policies of perhaps ISO sovereign states into

forms of international co-operation and .integration unknown
* . .

in the past. *-̂ Kls will not be easy. '
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III.

Let me now, ladies—aR̂ r-̂ en-t-lemeyi', mention several

transnational issues, including a4iB±dss338S«3"=ii$e trans-

national corporation^ a subject, I imagine, of rather

special interest to some in this audience. In speaking

of transnational problems, I mean simply those whose

effect cannot be limited by/-national boundaries. Each

transnational problem raises the question as to whether

solution is possible within the classical framework of

the sovereign nation state or whether a global approach

is required with or without an element of supranational^

management. The answer determines the nature of the

role of the United Nations. I have chosen arms control,

Law of the Sea and the world economic order as illustrative

of what the United Nations role in dealing with transnational

issues has been and can be.

Arms control and disarmament
o

Disarmament must be viewed in relation to the global,

problem of resource utilization. Arms expenditures/now

amount to some $30O billion annually. It is widely

recognized that reduced arms expenditures could pave

the way for wider financial and economic co-operation.
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Certainly, the ever-increasing size of arms expenditures

prejudices the global prospects of achieving improved

conditions of life and greater international confidence.

Surely, we must all ponder how long armament expenditures

can continue to rise without incalculable damage to rich

and poor alike.

The transnational impact pf arms control and

disarmament is thus clear. > It is equally clear that

defense capacity is an essentialA element of national

sovereignty. For this reason, disarmament and arms

control have been dealt with largely within the framework

of the classical relationship between nation states.

Jtr f̂nJ-4wasvCT—ajge. esrtiirrTvt- T.TI -KKi r» -Khai 1 -im4A-ea_J=L£- 11.11"̂ fvnST~

fl
, the United Nations provides^ ~

the views and proposals of all members of the world

communitŷ  can be publicly put forward and in which

consensus on objectives can be developed. There are, at

present, questions raised among Member States as to whether

this role is enough. An ad hoG committee was established
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by the last General Assembly to carry out a basic

review of the United Nations role in disarmament.

I believe that in doing this it is necessary,

^ealistically'j^orecognize^that disarmament and arms

control constitute aitransnational issue in which the

national factor will continue to be dominant as long

as distrust among nations persists. The United Nations

as an organization will not/replace the nation states
t

in making policy decisions^ Having said this, I

believe that the contribution of the United Nations to

disarmament prospects can and should be larger. Further

measures of .international dimension are needed if the
A

United Nations is to be not only a forum but also a

central mechanism in the arms control process. Even

now, Member States can contribute to and profit from

the capacity of the United Nations to provide objective

information and non-national expertise in support of the

negotiating process more than they have done in the past.

I am deeply convinced that there is a broad consensus

. <^
among the world' s population for tfee gradual transfer of

significant resources now devoted to arms to productive

fields such as food, environment and education. Ultimately,

it is up to us as individuals, as nations and as members

of the world organization to translate our concern , into
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the shaping of national policies and into providing

stimulation and every possible assistance in the

arduous process of confidence building and negotiations

ong the nation

A Law of the Sea

The present efforts of the World Community to "agree
-Ĵ Ĵ J-̂

on a law of the sea illustrate another aspect of/the
'/,' '

national and the transnational in our present world/' 'Efee-

sea covers seventy per cent of the world1s surface.

It is the last terrestrial frontier. A good many countries

have announced their intention to extend the-^national

jurisdiction ixr~d±f£5rea=fe-7ways outwards to 200 nautical
—.- __

miles ̂w]â y8a~~rs~~hl3ridlY~ surprising given the decreasang
X ̂ ^ - Q̂  tfen d̂ t̂'.̂ -̂

supply of food and commodities.^ This, in some people's
\ r

minds, is a nationalistic approach ̂tGat̂ rĉ B̂ a-. On the

other hand, the General Assembly, in 1970, resolved that

beyond the limits of national jurisdiction the sea-bed and

its resources are the common heritage of mankind, to be
o

utilized for the benefit of all countries regardless of their

geographic location. It is clear we cannot expect tstoe- <CL

legal regime ̂ b govern the seas to correct the geographic

and physical imbalances which exist in the world in terms

of resources, but there is an opportunity to move further

in the direction of equity.

£--!

!"'
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The law of the sea is an issue on which

governments have chosen, starting in 1958, to use

the United Nations as both the principal forum and as

a dynamic instrument in seeking a global agreement.

The present Law of the Sea Conference began its

substantive work in 1974 and has become the longest

and largest Conference'. in United Nations history.>* .•

It is seeking, in effect, to devise an over-all

regime for the sea which will encompass both

national and international management and ensure

•that access by all to the resources of the sea is

equitable.̂ . It must include a system for the

judicial or other peaceful settlement of disputes

which are bound to arise.

The recent session of the Law of the Sea
>»A/./'

Conference; made progress ̂ but disagreements on

some crucial, issues have not found a final solution.

It is my strong conviction that the Conference is

a most important opportunity and challenge to the

community of nations to concert and adjust their

national thinking so that global objectives can be met,
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Agreement is essential before purely national approaches

irrevocably condition the future. Without a system of

equitable 'and productive management, conflict will become
-•7̂ 0 £7Ŵ

the price of the sea's resources and nope will profit.

The world economy and transnational corporations

Like the sea, the world economic picture today is
j '

a mixture of national aspirations and global requirements.

The sorting out process is recent, but well begun.

At the core of the movement toward a new economic

order is the demand of the developing countries "to

recover and control their natural resources and wealth

and the means of economic development". This reflects

a long-standing and fundamental aspiration to extend the

notion of sovereignty from the political to the economic

sphere. Paradoxically, it is this heightened insistence

on economic sovereignty which has highlighted the

interdependent nature of the world* s economy and made

broad global solutions more necessary than ever before.

These solutions are needed particularly in the field of

resources since developing countries cannot move forward

very rapidly unless their resources can be converted on

acceptable terms into the technology and capital equipment *_

which only the developed world can supply. Quite obviously,

the developed world depends on these resources for its
/&&,

own prosperity. Each wishes to avoid vulnerability to
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arbitrary decisions on the part of the other. This

kind of assurance, sought in such disparate forms as

international commodity arrangements, tariff schedules

and technology banks will be at the center of

international economic negotiations for some time to come.

A particular problem in achieving an equitable world
A •*•&***

&-C4
economic order is the/bia?©w&&fe=a?nres that a number of

developing countries have only limited natural resources.

They are understandably convinced that they should have

greater benefit from the world's resources than is
•"&£*-&- (TLĉ LccA-sZ-frvT <57̂ ĉĜ 'C cj&sr&y

available to them from /geogg-â hy. At the present time,' /7

seventy per cent of the world1s people receive only

thirty per cent of the world's income. Some redress

of this balance should be seen as desirable not only in

terms of idealism but also in the pragmatic terms of the

kind of global condition we wish the next generation to

inherit. I find that there is a greater disposition now

to look at the economic relationship between the developed

and developing world in a long-term perspective, to

assess the balance between immediate concessions by

some in the light of future benefits for all. I believe

that inherent in a new economic order is an interdependent
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economy that generates absolute gains for everybody.

For the rich and developed countries, this may mean

a temporary, cost through changes in the terms of trade,

in the prices of commodities, and in the increased
,

provision of development assistance.' /vThis cost

I
must,SZ believej be weighed against the value

of a world* order ULn which all countries — poor '

as well as rich, new as well as old — feel a genuine
/'

stake.

It is certainly worthy of note that amidst so

much talk of interdependence, a major new transnational

institution of our time - The Transnational Corporation

should be presently the subject of international

scrutiny. It is evident that the Transnational

Corporations were among the first to recognize that

technological advances in communication and

transportation were opening enormous possibilities

to overcome the limiting effect of national boundaries

on economic production and trade. Clearly, in

many fields proper transnational handling of resources

could enhance their value and make their utilization

of broader benefit. Yet at the same time, as I am

sure you are aware, many developing countries feel that
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the operating methodsof Transnational

Corporations have in some cases infringed on

their sovereignty or have adversely affected

their national economic and technological development.

None of us would deny the legitimacy of a country1s

interest in ensuring that its resources, whether
f.

they are natural or human, contribute first and in

fair measure to that country's development and the

well-being of its people. Here again is the national

element in our transnational world. It is this

preoccupation about the impact of Transnational

Corporations which in th'e main led to the growing

involvement of the United Nations in this subject.

Let me tell you now precisely what is being done

within the United Nations framework cfĤ f̂ê ŝ fe'yercrfc to

bring the national and transnational into harmony.

Responding to °the concerns particularly of developing

countries, the Economic and Social Council set up in 1974

a Commission on Transnational Corporations with an

executive body known as the Centre on Transnational

Corporations. Forty-eight countries, including the United

States, are members of the Commission. The Commission has
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decided to concentrate its attention during the next

few years on the following subjects : a code of conduct

to govern the activities of transnatipnal corporations;
IA\C*IC. ;. \*;ja—-

a research and information system to fwefefeer understanding

of the nature and effects of the activities of trans-

nationals; technical co-operation programmes to strengthen

the negotiating capacities of developing countries in

their dealings with transnational corporations; and finally,
• t- *

on a more precise definition of the term "transnational

corporation". The Commission has also received a United

States proposal to negotiate a multilateral agreement to

deal with corrupt practices. This initiative was widely

welcomed and follow-up action is expected to be taken
VfiJ? ( ___..

by the^Economic and Social Council ofVfebaerffn i i-m-s-'M^tinng^—

in July.

The proposed code of conduct will receive the highest

priority. A working group is expected to devote two years

to its drafting. Delegations to the Commission have agreed

that the code should be effective; but there is as yet no
o

agreement on whether it should be binding or voluntary or

whether it should apply only to transnational corporations

or also to governments.

Clearly, a difficult task lies ahead. Yet it is of

real importance that a body in the form of the Commission

now exists in which most aspects of the relationship between
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transnational corporations and governments can be

examined. Through such a broad and continuing examination,

valid conclusions may emerge as to the conditions under

which transnational corporations can best fulfill their

promise as important and innovative instruments of

global prosperity and global development. It is, "l

believe, appropriate that the United Nations provides
•A'

the forum and the machinery for this examination and,

while t- ffl-rtiir-T—rr*vi- •fv̂ pnn.t- the going al-Sflsâ sgaijD be easy,

there has been a notable and successful effort so far

to avoid confrontation and to make progress on the basis

of consensus.
•

_.:

IV.

Adlai Stevenson once said that common enterprise is

"the heartbeat of a working peace". The world has never
Ĵ sjî ^ c,<*. ~xitxUU3$\̂ _

before/offered the prospect of swck common good from

common enterprise as now. It is increasingly recognized—

logic demands it—that national interests will not be met

unless they are brought into harmony with the transnational

requirements of interdependence. In meeting through common

endeavour, these transnational requirements—a new economic
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order, a law for the sea, a food bank for humanity—

we will at the same time be reducing the causes of

discontent-and rivalry among nations and thus enhancing

the prospect of peace. The technological capacity

now exists to gain enormous benefit for all mankind

from the earth's riches and at the same time to

preserve the earth as a hospitable habitat. The
. r.

relationship among the major powers, while not devoid

of distrust and competition, is sufficiently stable

to permit transnational problems to be dealt with in

a less polarized manner than would have been the case

some years ago. And it has been shown during and

since the seventh special session of the General Assembly

that the North and the South, the developed and developing,

can communicate with each other and recognize a joint

stake in co-operation.

Yet, despite these favourable auguries, success is

far from sure. In the case of the law of the sea, for

example, a great opportunity remains open but not yet

taken. That the bridge to success is three-quarters

finished will have no meaning unless the final span is

put in place. It is a time for maximum effort on this,

as on other subjects I have discussed, lest the present

relatively favourable circumstances change before success

is achieved.
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I have tried to show what the role of the United

Nations is and can be in weaving the national and the

transnational into a harmonious pattern. The international

community has shown that it does not consider that this

can be achieved on the basis of ad hoc decisions and planning.

Global designs and rules are being developed which will

require a monitoring of performance within the framework
./.

of the United Nations system. It is essential that the

United Nations be structured as efficiently as possible

to meet this task. With this in mind, an examination

of a possible restructuring of the economic and social

sectors of the United Nations system is currently under
.;'

way. There is a concurrent' need for Member States to

reexamine their approach to the United Nations to see if

in their policy formulation and implementation and in

their long-range planning they are taking adequate account

of the United Nations' potential.

I believe the heartbeat of the "working peace" of

which Governor Stevenson spoke can now be faintly heard

despite the conflicts and threats of conflict which

persist. If common endeavour will make this heartbeat

stronger, than surely maximum advantage should be taken

of one common institution which most men and governments share.
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If the United Nations can help the peoples and

governments to understand that a working peace is

within their reach, then surely this Organization

which was born from war and has survived and grown

amidst turmoil, will have rendered a most precious

service to mankind.


